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ABBREVIATIONS 

ADB : Asian Development Bank 

GOV : Government of Vietnam 
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SES : Socio-Economic Survey 

SIA : Social Impact Assessment 
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RCS : Replacement Cost Survey 

CARB : Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Board 

DPI : Department of Planning and Investment 

HH : Household 
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

m (meter) – Unit of length 

m2 (square meter) – Measure of area 

m3 (cubic meter) – Measure of volume 

kg (kilogram) – Measure of weight 

 

  



GLOSSARY 

Affected 
person (AP) / 
Affected 
household 
(AH) 

- Means any person, household, firm or private institution who, on account 

of changes resulting from the Project, or any of its phases or 

subprojects, will have its (i) standard of living adversely affected; (ii) 

right, title or interest in any house, land (including residential, 

commercial, agricultural, forest, salt mining and/or grazing land), water 

resources or any other moveable or fixed assets acquired, possessed, 

restricted or otherwise adversely affected, in full or in part, permanently 

or temporarily; and/or (iii) business, occupation, place of work or 

residence or habitat adversely affected, with or without displacement. 

In the case of affected household, it includes all members residing under 

one roof and operating as a single economic unit, who are adversely 

affected by a project or any of its components.  

Compensation - Means payment in cash or in kind to replace losses of land, housing, 

income and other assets caused by the Project. All compensation is 

based on the principle of replacement cost, which is the method of 

valuing assets to replace the loss at current market rates, plus any 

transaction costs such as administrative charges, taxes, registration and 

titling costs. 

Cut-off date - Means the date of land acquisition announcement made by local 

authorities. The APs will be informed of the cut-off date for each 

subproject component, and any people or assets that settle in the 

subproject area after the cut-off date will not be entitled to compensation 

and assistance under the subproject. 

Detailed 

measurement 

survey (DMS) 

-  Based on the approved detailed technical design, this activity will include 

the completion of the land acquisition and resettlement impacts of the 

subproject, including the final resettlement costs. This is the process by 

which all fixed assets (ie land used for housing, business, agricultural 

production, including ponds, residential land, stalls and shops, 

secondary structures, fences, graves, wells, commercially valuable 

crops ...) and income and livelihood resources within the right of way 

(ROW) of the project are identified, measured, accurately positioned and 

the replacement cost is calculated. It also identifies the severity of 

impacts on affected assets and the livelihoods and productivity of the 

AP. 

Entitlement - Refers to a range of measures comprising compensation, income 

restoration support, transfer assistance, income substitution, relocation 

support, etc. which are due to the APs, depending on the type and 

severity of their losses, to restore their economic and social base. 

Eligibility - Any person/asset residing or being created in the project area before 

the cut-of-date. 



Income 

restoration 

program 

-  A program designed with various activities that aim to support affected 

persons to recover their income / livelihood to pre-project levels. The 

program is designed to address the specific needs of the affected 

persons based on the socioeconomic survey and consultations. 

Inventory of 

Losses (IOL) 

- This is the process where all fixed assets (i.e., lands used for residence, 

commerce, agriculture, including ponds; dwelling units; stalls and shops; 

secondary structures, such as fences, tombs, wells; trees with 

commercial value; etc.) and sources of income and livelihood inside the 

Project area are identified, measured, their owners identified, their exact 

location pinpointed, and their replacement costs calculated. Additionally, 

the severity of impact to the affected assets and the severity of impact 

to the livelihood and productive capacity of APs will be determined. 

Land acquisition - Refers to the process whereby an individual, household, firm or private 

institution is compelled by a public agency to alienate all or part of the 

land it owns or possesses to the ownership and possession of that 

agency for public purposes in return for compensation at replacement 

costs. 

Rehabilitation 

  

- This refers to additional support provided to APs losing productive 

assets, incomes, employment or sources of living, to supplement 

payment of compensation for acquired assets, in order to achieve, at a 

minimum, full restoration of living standards and quality of life. 

Relocation - This is the physical relocation of an AP from her/his pre-project place of 

residence and/or business. 

Replacement 

cost 

- The amount needed to replace an affected asset net of transaction costs 

such as administrative charges, taxes, registration and titling costs. 

Replacement 

Cost Study 

- This refers to the process involved in determining replacement costs of 

affected assets based on empirical data. 

Resettlement - Resettlement includes measures taken to minimize any or all of the 

adverse effects of the project on the AP such as poverty and/or 

livelihoods, including compensation, relocation (to the appropriate 

place) and necessary restoration. 

Resettlement 

plan (RP) 

 

Resettlement and 

Ethnic Minority 

Development 

Plan (REMDP) 

- 

 

 

 

- 

This is a time-bound action plan with budget setting out compensation 

and resettlement strategies, objectives, entitlement, actions, 

responsibilities, monitoring and evaluation. 

The Resettlement and Ethnic minority development plan is the plan 

which integrate specific concerns of the ethnic minority and cultural 

sensitivity to the specific needs of ethnic minority groups 



Severely affected 

households 

- This refers to affected households who will (i) lose 10% or more of their 

total productive land and/or assets generating income, and/or (ii) have 

to relocate. 

Vulnerable 

groups 

- These are distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately 

or face the risk of being further marginalized by the effects of 

resettlement and specifically include: (i) single-female headed 

households with dependents, (ii) disabled household heads, (iii) 

households falling under the national poverty standard, (iv) children and 

the elderly households who are landless and with no other means of 

support; (v) non-land households, (vi) ethnic minority households who 

are severely affected by project;(v) HHs under preferential treatment 

policy. 

 

NOTE: 

In this report, $ means US dollars 

The Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Development Plan is a document of the borrower. The 

views expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB’s Board of Directors, 

Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. Your attention is directed to the “Terms 

of Use” section of this website.  

In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation 

of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian 

Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any 

territory or area. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.  Introduction: Resettlement and Ethnic Mnority Development Plan (REMDP) is prepared 

for the subproject: Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road, Nguyen Binh district, Cao Bang 

province under the project: Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in the Northeastern 

Provinces Sector Project in 4 provinces namely Lang Son, Bac Kan, Cao Bang and Ha Giang – 

the subproject in Cao Bang province. This plan includes the result of inventory of Losses; socio-

economic survey; entitlement content of affected people; positive and nagetive impacts 

assessment of social field of the project. The plan also mentions resettlement plan, livelihood 

restoration program (if any), resettlement implementation schedule and cost. 

2. Scope of impact: the subproject will affect land and property of 141 households with 741 

household members and 3 organizations: Tinh Tuc town people’s committee, Mai Long CPC and 

Phan Thanh CPC. Of 141 affected households, there are 38 severely affected households (28 

households will lose from 10 – 30% of production land, houses of 10 households will be affected 

totally – of which, 7 households will rebuild their houses on remaining land area and 3 households 

must relocate). 137 out of 141 affected households are vulnerable households and are in group 

of Dao, Tay and Nung people. Among the vulnerable households, there are 2 women-headed 

household with a dependent, 91 poor households, 38 severely affected ethnic minority 

households and 6 policy household. Total affected land area is 427,467.2m2: 3,512.18m2 of 

residential land of 14 households with 73 household members; 12,806.28 m2  of rice land of 47 

households with 274 household members, 45,115.55m2 of annual crop land of 74 households 

with 389 household members; 1,012.34m2 perennial crop land of 12 households with 63 

household members and 1,012.34m2 of aquaculture land of 01 household with 5 household 

members. In addition, the subproject will affect 364,864.46m2 of land under the management of 

CPC: 361,704.49m2 of production land, 1,827.79m2 of annual crop land and 1,332.18m2 of traffic 

land. 

3. Legal and policy framework: Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Development Plan shall 

be prepared and based on law and policy of Vietnam Government and ADB’s Safeguards Policy 

(2009) on Involuntary Resettlement (IR) and Indigenous People (IP) and the regulations of Cao 

Bang province. This REMDP shall comply with the REMDF of the BIIG 1 project approved by 

ADB and Goverment. General purpose of these policies mentioned above shall ensure that all 

affected people shall (i) improve or at least restore their living standards to at least pre-project 

levels; (ii) receive appropriate culturally socio-economic benefits; (iii) not be negatively affected 

by the subproject; in case of being affected, appreciate compensation and assistance is needed; 

(iv) actively participate in projects that have impacts on them. However, in case of any 

discrepancy, Asian Development Bank’s (ADB’s) Policy will be followed. 

4. Grievance redress mechanism (GRM): A grievance redress mechanism will be 

established in the REMDP to ensure that all APs' complaints and denunciations about land 

acquisition, compensation and resettlement will be handled in a timely and satisfactory manner 

and the affected person can submit the complaint in the most convenient and easy way. All APs 

may send their questions to the implementing agencies about their rights regarding 

compensation, assistance, replacement cost, land acquisition, resettlement, benefits and income 

restoration. Affected households will not have to pay any costs during the appeal process at any 

trial level. Complaints will go through 3 stages before being brought to court for final resolution. 

5. Information disclosure, Community consultation and participation: Community 

consultation, information disclosure, discussion meetings at village level with APs and local 
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officials have been carried out during the REMDP preparation. Project policies, options for 

compensation, resettlement, and ethnic minority development plan and income restoration were 

discussed during the meetings. Concerns and proposals raised by the affected persons were 

elicited and incorporated into the REMDP. The grievance mechanism is designed and disclosed 

to people to ensure that APs’ concerns and grievances are addressed and resolved in a timely, 

culturally appropriate and satisfactory manner. APs will be made fully aware of their rights verbally 

and in writing during consultation, survey, and at the time of compensation.  

6. Gender and ethnic minority issues: Majority of people in the subproject area is ethnic 

minority (Nung, Tay, Dao, Mong people) and accounts for 98% of total population in the 

subproject communes. There are still remaining issues relating to gender in the subproject area 

such as position of women in their family and community and their limited participation in decision 

making process. A gender action plan is prepared for this subproject to address concerns of 

women in order to improve their social status in the subproject area.  

7. Institutional Arrangements: Cao Bang Provincial People’s Committee as the Executing 

Agency will allocate a provincial budget and direct its departments and district authorities to 

implement land acquisition as scheduled. The Project Management Unit (PMU) is Cao Bang PMU 

is under the Cao Bang Department of Planning and Investment (DPI). The PMU will ensure that 

compensation and assistance are implemented in accordance with the provisions of this REMDP. 

A Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement Board (CARB) with representatives from affected 

people will be established to implement the REMDP. 

8. Implementation schedule: the final REMDP will be implemented before commencement 

of construction works. The land acquisition is expected to carry out in 2020.   

9. Monitoring and evaluation: The subproject is under the category B in IR and IP, thus 

external monitoring consultant is not required. During the resettlement implementation, Cao Bang 

PMU shall conduct internal monitoring and evaluation to ensure that implementation of REMDP 

in compliance with ADB’s safeguard policy (SPS 2009). 

10. Cost estimate of resettlement implementation: Total estimated cost of the 

implementation of REMDP is 22,840,000,000 Dong ($980,258). This cost includes the 

compensation of land acquisition, affected structure, other property, assistance and cost of 

income restoration program, monitoring and assessment.  The resettlement cost will be updated 

after having detailed design, DMS results and replacement cost survey. This cost will be paid 

from Cao Bang provincial budget. 
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I. SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Overview 

11. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is planning to fund the Basic Infrastructure for 

Inclusive Growth in the Northeastern Provinces Sector Project. The objectives of the project are: 

(i) (i) enhance FNEP connectivity by developing critical transport infrastructure; (ii) improve rural 

water supply; (iii) improved agricultural and rural infrastructure for value chains in the four 

provinces and (iv) strengthen the FNEP institutional capacity for subregional investment planning 

and development management. The Project will help to integrate the FNEP into national and 

subregional frameworks including the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS), and the ASEAN 

Economic Community (AEC). It is consistent with ADB’s Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) 

2012-2015. 

12. Cao Bang province is one of four Northeaste provinces under FNEP. The subproject: Tinh 

Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road, Nguyen Binh district, Cao Bang province is under the Basic 

Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in the Northeastern Provinces Sector Project (BIIG1) – Cao 

Bang province subproject. The road of the subproject will be 29.2Km in length. The starting point 

at Km0+00 connects with QL34 at Km186+450 (Tinh Tuc town, Nguyen Binh district). The ending 

point is at Km29+200 (boundary between Mai Long commune, Nguyen Binh district and Bang 

Thanh commune, Pac Nam district, Bac Kan province). 

13. The subproject will be implemented on the existing road. Some road sections will be 

adjusted to reduce the amount of site clearance. 

B. Investment 

14. Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road will be upgraded to VI grade mountainous road 

with main parameters complying with TCVN 4045-05 standard as follows: 

Table 1: Main technical parameters of the road 

No. Standard Unit Design parameters 

1 Design standard  TCVN 4054-05 

2 Design speed Km/h 20 

3 Minimum radius of the horizontal curve m 30 

4 Maximum longitudinal slope m 11 

5 Road surface width m 3.5 

6 Shoulder width m 1.25 

7 Road bed width m 6.0 

15. The construction works on the road: 

- Drainage: bridge, reinforced concrete and stone culvert. 

- Drainage ditch:    

+ The cross ditch passing through the embankment is in trapezium shape (120+40)x40cm 

+ The ditch crossing through the stone excavation sub-base is in triangle shape: 

(80+40)x40cm (Stone percentage >= 60%). The ditch will be reinforced by cement 

concrete with average thickness of 12cm when the longitudinal slope > =6%. 
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+ The trapezium longitudinal ditch will be reinforced by stone with cement concrete mortar 

M100 at the sections with longitudinal slope > = 6%..and sections passing through 

residential areas. At some sections with longitudinal slope < 6%, to ensure continuity, the 

ditch will also be constructed. 

C. Mitigation measures 

16. To minimize the impacts of land acquisition and resettlement on local people, mitigation 

measures are proposed as follows: rehabilitating according to the existing status of the road, the 

road bend will be implemented locally at the curve locations that do not meet the design 

standards. The affected people will be notified about the land acquisition time so that they can 

stop agricultural activities and do not build houses and structures during construction phase. The 

negative impacts generating during project implementing phase are identified: noise, air pollution 

and traffic disruption. However, the applied measures will mitigate the negative impacts 

mentioned.  

D. Objectives of Resettlement and Ethnic Minorities Development Plan 

17. REMDP guarantees that subprojects shall (i) avoid involuntary resettlement wherever 

possible; (ii) minimize involuntary resettlement with design and implementation measures; (iii) 

improve or at least restore livelihood of all APs to the rate prior to the project and (iv) improve 

living standards of the poor and vulnerable groups.  

18. Further, this document develops a roadmap for affected EMs in the subproject’s area. 

The objective is to design and implement subproject in a way that fosters full respect for EMs’ 

identity, dignity, human rights, livelihood systems, and cultural uniqueness as defined by the EMs 

themselves so that they (i) receive culturally appropriate social and economic benefits, (ii) do not 

suffer adverse impacts as a result of projects, and (iii) can participate actively in projects that 

affect them. 

19. The REMDP is the guiding document that identifies the key issues to (i) address in 

reconciling the requirements of ADB’s SPS (2009) on Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous 

Peoples Policies; and (ii) in line with the policies of Vietnam Government and the regulations 

related to above issues of the province.  Concerns of people for involuntary resettlement and 

ethnic minorities have been incorporated into the REMDP that governs future subproject design, 

implementation, and monitoring the subproject. This REMDP includes key issues as follows: 

(i) Policy and procedural guidelines for asset acquisition, compensation, resettlement, and 

strategies that will help ensure full restoration of the AH’s livelihood and standard of living; 

(ii) Identification of HHs and communities to be adversely affected by the subproject, what 

asset will be compensated and poverty reduction measures;  

(iii) A plan on how AHs will be involved in the various stages of the Project, including 

resolution of grievances; 

(iv) An estimate budget for REMDP implementation;  

(v) A monitoring mechanism on resettlement implementation for the subproject. 

20. The REMDP is based on the subproject’s basic design. The summary of the REMDP is 

included in the feasibility study to ensure the allocation of government counterpart funds for the 
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subproject’s implementation. This REMDP shall be updated following the detailed design, DMS 

results and replacement cost survey. The updated REMDP will be approved by Cao Bang PPC 

before implementing compensation, assistance and site clearance. The contractor will be notified 

about that implementation after the affected people receive the compensation, assistance and 

resettlement cost. 
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II. PROJECT IMPACTS 

A. Survey process 

21. The social impact assessment (SIA): will be conducted in the subproject communes. The 

SIA comprises census and inventory of loss (IOL) for affected households and socio-economic 

survey (SES) of stakeholders within the subproject area. In addition, a rapid replacement cost 

study (RCS) will also be carried out. 

22. An Inventory of losses (IOL): are prepared for all affected households based on the 

preliminary design. Agricultural land to be acquired is identified through referencing of commune 

cadastral records. Affected trees and crops are determined by actual measurement and counting. 

The amounts indicated for area of land loss and affected trees/crops will be validated during the 

DMS that will be done when detailed technical design approved.  

23. Socio-economic survey (SES): The SES is conducted by collecting socio-economic 

information of 100% of affected households (including demographic characteristics of AHs, their 

income and livelihood, ethnic composition, education levels and on their concerns) through 

interviews using questionnaire. The survey also collects the statistical data from PPC, DPC and 

CPC, including annual socio-economic reports of communes. 

24. Replacement cost survey: The purpose of the RCS is to collect information on the market 

prices of land and non-land assets in the subproject area, in order to establish the required budget 

for compensation of APs at current market values. In future, a replacement cost study will be 

carried out by an independently qualified and experienced appraiser to determine the unit prices 

for individual types of asset affected by subproject and submitted to PPC for approval. Such unit 

prices will be the basis for calculating compensation packages for AHs. 

B. Permanent impacts 

25. Impacts on the households: the subproject will affect the land and property of 141 

households with 741 household members and 3 organizations: Tinh Tuc town people’s 

committee, Mai Long CPC and Phan Thanh CPC. Of 141 affected households, there are 38 

severely affected households (28 households will lose from 10 – 30% of production land, houses 

of 10 households will be affected totally – of which, 7 households will rebuild their houses on 

remaining land area and 3 households must relocate). 137 out of 141 affected households are 

vulnerable households and are in group of Dao, Tay and Nung people. Among the vulnerable 

households, there are 2 women-headed household with a dependent, 91 poor households, 38 

severely affected ethnic minority households and 6 policy household.  

Table 2: Summary and classification of affected households 

No. Commune 
Total 

number of 
AHs1 

Number of 
severely 

AHs 

Number of 
relocated 

HHs 

Number of 
vulnerable 

HHs 

Number of 
affected 

organizations 

1 Tinh Tuc 5 2 2 2 1 

2 Phan Thanh 130 36 8 121 1 

3 Mai Long 6 0 0 6 1 

Total 141 38 10 137 3 

                                                 
1 A household can be affected more than 1 type of land. 
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(Source: IOL in 12, 2018) 

26. Impact on land: total affected land area is 427,467.2m2: 3,512.18m2 of residential land of 

14 households with 73 household members; 12,806.28 m2  of rice land of 47 households with 274 

household members, 45,115.55m2 of annual crop land of 74 households with 389 household 

members; 1,012.34m2 perennial crop land of 12 households with 63 household members and 

1,012.34m2 of aquaculture land of 01 household with 5 household members. In addition, the 

subproject will affect 364,864.46m2 of land under the management of CPC: 361,704.49m2 of 

production land, 1,827.79m2 of annual crop land and 1,332.18m2 of traffic land. The detailed land 

area of the subproject is presented in a following table: 

Table 3: Scope of affected land 

N
o.  

Comm
une 

Reside
ntal 
land 
(m2) 

Agricultural land (m2) 
Land under the CPC’s 

management 

Rice 
land 

Annua
l crop 
land 

Peren
nial 
crop 
land 

Aquacult
ure land 

Traffi
c 

land 

Annu
al 

crop 
land 

Product
ion 

forest 
land2 

1 
Tinh 
Tuc 

261.70 - 637.60 242.90 - 
227.9

0 

234.1

0 
456.32 

2 
Phan 
Thanh 

3,250.4

8 

12,806

.28 

44,046

.16 
769.44 156.21 

978.7

8 

1,236.

09 

360,482.

57 

3 
Mai 
Long 

- - 431.79 - - 
125.5

0 

357.6

0 
765.60 

Total  
3,512.1

8 

12,806

.28 

45,115

.55 

1,012.

34 
156.21 

1,332.

18 

1,827.

79 

361,704.

49  

(Source: IOL in 12, 2018) 

27. Impacts on houses/structures and other property: The subproject will affect 732m2 of 

houses of 10 households (02 households in Tinh Tuc town and 08 households in Phan Thanh 

commune). In addition, the subproject will affect 350m2 of yard, 534m of fence and 5 gates. 

Table 4: Impact on houses/structures 

No. Commune House (m2) Yard (m2) Fence (m2) Gate 

1 Tinh Tuc 135 63 84 1 

2 Phan Thanh 597 287 450 4 

Total  732 350 534 5 

(Source: IOL in 12, 2018) 

28. Impacts on crops and trees: The subproject will affect 12,806.28m2 of rice land of 47 

households, 46,541.68m2 of crop land of 86 households (corn, sweet potato, canna indica, bean 

and vegetable). The subproject will also affect 321 fruit trees of 14 households (longan, pomelo, 

                                                 
2 At present, the production forest land is under the management of CPC. The households in the commune will share the production 

rights. 
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orange, plum, banana and guava trees…) and 1,540 timber and perennial trees of 100 

households (melia azedarach, illicium verum, acacia, cunninghamia lanceolata…). The impacts 

on trees and crops are presented in the following day: 

Table 5: The impacts on trees and crops 

No. Commune Rice land (m2) 
Crops land 

(m2) 
Fruit tree 

(tree) 
Timber tree 

(tree) 

1 Tinh Tuc - 880.5 31 234 

2 Phan Thanh 12,806.28 45,24.39 290 1,120 

3 Mai Long - 413.79 - 186 

Total 12,806.28 46,541.68 321 1,540 

(Source: IOL in 12, 2018) 

C. Impacts on natural environment and culture of ethnic minority people 

29. The subproject will not affect natural environment, livelihood, custom and spiritual works 

of ethnic minority households in the subproject area. 

D. Temporary impacts: 

30. During construction phase, the subproject can cause temporary impacts on people whose 

land will be used for construction activities and temporary roads. However, to ensure that the 

temporary impact is minimized, if not avoided entirely, the construction contract will include the 

following provisions: (i) the contractor must pay rent for the land needed to serve construction 

work based on negotiation and consensus of the affected households; (ii) To the extent possible, 

only use unused land as construction sites; and (iii) The land used temporarily will be restored or 

improved to the pre-project implementation status. With the mitigation measures as above, the 

rest of the temporary impact will be insignificant. 

E. Tenure status 

31. Determination of effectiveness of Land Use Right Certificate conducted in 3 subproject 

communes shows that: by the time of inventory of losses, all affected households had been 

issued Land Use Right Certificate. 

F. Ethnic minority and vulnerable households 

32. 137 out of 141 affected households are vulnerable households and are in group of Dao, 

Tay and Nung people. Among the vulnerable households, there are 2 women-headed household 

with a dependent, 91 poor households, 38 severely affected ethnic minority households and 6 

policy household.   
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III. SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW IN THE SUBPROJECT AREA 

A. Socio-economic condition in the subproject area 

1. Nguyen Binh district 

33. Geographic location: Nguyen Binh district is located at the coordinates: 105º40’East 

longitude and from 22º30’ to 22º50’ North latitude. Total natural land area of the district is 

83,915.17 ha. The district borders with Hoa An district in the east, Bao Lac district (Cao Bang 

province) and Ba Be district (Bac Kan province) in the west, Ngan Son district (Bac Kan province) 

in the south and Thong Nong district in the north. Nguyen Binh district is located in the west of 

Cao Bang province and plays a role in connecting the district to provinces and connecting 

province center to northwestern districts of Cao Bang province (Bao Lac and Bao Lam districts) 

and Ha Giang province. The geographic location of Nguyen Binh district is quite convenient: inter-

district road, inter-commune road and NH 34 run through the district. NH 34 runs through Nguyen 

Binh district center, Bao Lac district, Bao Lam district and Bac Me district (Ha Giang province). 

The provincial road 212 from Nguyen Binh district to Ba Be district connects with NH 3. Thus, the 

district has many convenient conditions to develop the economy. 

34. Population and ethnicity: the population of the whole district is 41,723 people and 8,965 

households. A average population density is 48.01 people/km2 and lower than the average 

population density of Cao Bang province (80 people/km2). The population is unenvenly 

distributed. Nguyen Binh town has the highest population density (201.83 people/km2) and is 4.2 

times higher than the average population density of the district. Thinh Vuong commune has the 

lowest population density (15.80 people/km2). The population in rural area is 33,370 people, 

accounting for 82.82% of total population. The population in urban area is 6,920 people, 

accounting for 17.18% of total population. A natural population growth rate is 0.92%. The district 

has 9 ethnic groups and 97.54% of ethnic minority. Kinh people accounts for 2.46% of total 

population (1,002 people); Tay people accounts for 25.96% of total population (10,560 people); 

Nung people accounts for 8.17% of total population (3,324 people); Mong people accounts for 

6.88% of total population (2,800 people); Dao people accounts for 56.15% of total population 

(22,840 people). The remaining population is other ethnic group. Majority of the population in the 

subproject area is unevenly distributed and has low education level. Their life still has difficulity. 

35. Career: the number of workers in the district is 20,548 people and accounts for 51% of 

total population. The number of workers in agriculture – forestry sector having low labor 

productivity accounts for the highest rate (87%) of total labor in the district. The labor rate of 

industry – construction sector accounts for 2% and the figure of commerce – service sector 

accounts for 11%. In general, the labor quality of the district is lower than the figure of other 

regions in province. There are mainly untrained workers. The number of skilled workers and 

technical staffs is small. The living standard of the people is still low. 

2.  The subproject communes 

o Geographic location: 

36. Tinh Tuc town: Tinh Tuc town is about 18km to Nguyen Binh district center towards the 

west and located on NH 34. The town borders with Vu Nong commune in the north, with The Duc 

commune in the east, with Quang Thanh commune in the south and with Phan Thanh commune 

in the west. 
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37. Phan Thanh commune: Phan Thanh commune is located in the west of Nguyen Binh 

district, Cao Bang province. The commune is about 32km from the district center and about 77km 

from the city center. The commune borders with Mai Long commune, Vu Nong commune and 

Tinh Tuc town in the north, with Quang Thanh and Thanh Cong communes in the esat, with 

Thanh Cong commune, Banh Trach commune, Ba Be district (Bac Kan province) in the south, 

with An Thang commune (Pac Nam district, Cao Bang province) in the west. 

38. Mai Long commune: Mai Long commune is in area III (poor socio-economic condition) 

and located in the west of Nguyen Binh district. The commune is about 43km from the district 

center. Total natural land area is 5,449.93 ha. The commune is located on the road to Pac Nam 

district, Cao Bang province. The commodity transport and trading is quite convenient. The 

commune borders with Ca Thanh commune in the north, with Pac Nam district (Bac Kan 

province) in the west, with Ca Thanh and Phan Thanh communes in the east and with Phan 

Thanh commune in the south. 

o The population, ethnic minority and poverty rate in the subproject communes: 

39. Total population of 3 subproject communes is 9,285 people in 1,872 households. There 

are Kinh people, Mong people, Dao people, Nung people and Thai people living in the subproject 

communes. The poor household rate in the subproject communes accounts for more than 50% 

of total households. A socio-economic characteristic of the subproject communes is presented in 

the following table: 

Table 6: The socio-economic characteristic of the subproject communes 

Characteristics 

Nguyen Binh district 

Tinh Tuc town 
Phan Thanh 
commune 

Mai Long 
commune 

Land area (ha) 2,246 8,365 5,444 

Agricultural land area (ha) 216 727 752 

Forest land area (ha) 1,079 6,928 4,451 

Population (people) 3,110 3,077 3,098 

Number of households 
(household) 

633 625 614 

Household size 
(people/household) 

 4.9 5.05 

Ethnic minority 
Kinh, Mong, Dao, 

Nung, Thai 
Mong, Dao, Nung, 

Thai 
Mong, Dao, Nung, 

Tay 

Number of ethnic minority 
households 

 625 614 

Average income level 
(VND/month) 

 750,000 521,000 

Number of poor households 246 494 469 

(Source: Information collection in commune/town, 2018) 
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B. Socio-economic information of the affected households 

40. The following content is the result of socio-economic survey on 141 AHs by Consultant in 

December 2018. 

• Demographic characteristics 

41.  Gender and age group: Of 141 surveyed households with 741 people, There is no large 

gap of respondents’ gender. There are 341 men (46%) and 400 women (56%). Under-6-years-

old group accounts for 16.8%; the respondents from 7 to 18 years old accounts for 14.3%; the 

respondents from 19 to 60 years old accounts for 57.8% and over-60-years-old group accounts 

for 11.3%. In general, AHs have the young population. 

42. Household size: a average household size of AHs is 5.25 people/household. The 

households with the highest number of members are 11 and the households with the lowest 

number of members is 2 people/HH. The survey result shows that the average number of workers 

of the household is 3.06 – 5.25  people/HH (the survey samples calculate the number of workers 

having the jobs and income source). 

43. Ethnicity: the survey result shows that the AHs are ethnic minority households: Dao 

people accounts for 56.3%, Nung people accounts for 37.5% and Tay people accounts for 6.3%. 

• Education 

44.  In general, the education level of APs is not high. The rate of illiteracy of the surveyed 

members in the households is 35.2% (mainly elderly). 27.7% of the household members have 

primary school education. 26.7% of household members have secondary school education. The 

rate of collage/university education and high school education of household members are 4.2% 

and 6.2%,respectively. The information of education level is one of the basis for orienting 

activities to support career change of people in working age in need. With the popular 

qualifications of secondary school and high school, the stakeholders also discuss to plan jobs 

that are consistent with the general development strategy of the locality and ensure a source of 

work for the workers. The following table presents the education level of household members 

affected by the subproject. 

Table 7: The education level of HHs affected by the subproject 

Education level Frequency Rate 

Illiteracy/not being attended to 

school 261 35.2 

Primary school 205 27.7 

Secondary school 198 26.7 

High school 31 4.2 

Vocational training/university 46 6.2 

Total 741 100 

(Source: Socio-economic survey of household , December 2018) 

• Livelihood, career and production: 
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45. According to the survey result of livelihood and career of AHs shows that: household 

heads have 2 main livelihood sources such as agriculture-forestry-aquaculture (97.5%) and 

business (2.5%). The career of the household heads by the subproject area, sex and ethnicity is 

presented in the following table: 

Table 8: The career of the household heads 

 

Agriculture-forestry-
aquaculture 

Business 

Frequency Rate Frequency Rate 

By subproject commune 

Tinh Tuc 5 100.0 0 0.0 

Phan Thanh  126 96,9 4 3.1 

Mai Long 6 100.0 0 0.0 

By sex of HH heads 

Male 114 97.0 4 3.0 

Female 23 100.0 0.0 0.0 

By ethnicity group 

Dao 79 100.0 0.0 0.0 

Nung 49 93.3 4 6.7 

Tay 9 100.0 0.0 0.0 

(Source: Socio-economic survey of household , December 2018) 

• Income, expenditure and borrowing status of the HHs 

46.  Income: A average income of the affected households is 2,066,000 Dong/HH/month. The 

household with the highest income level is 4,500,000 Dong/HH/month and the household with 

the lowest income level is 700,000 Dong/HH/month. 

47. Expenditure: A average expenditure of the AHs is 2,000,000 Dong/HH/month. Depending 

on income level, the households will balance the income level and expenditure level of their 

households. 

48.  Saving: The households can save 792,000 Dong/HH/month of income on average from 

the income and expenditure level above. However, there are the households whose monthly 

expenditure exceeds their income. 

49. Borrowing status: the survey result shows that 48.4% of surveyed HHs apply for a loan at 

least a bank or a relative. The average loan is 36,600,000 Dong. The largest loan of the 

households is 50,000,000 Dong and the lowest loan of the households is 30,000,000 Dong. The 

purposes for a loan are mainly economic development (46.2%) and cure for diseases (11.5%). 

• Sanitation, community health and medical services 

50.  Water sources: At present, the subproject area do not have the clean water supply 

system. Therefore, the household still use the existing water sources in nature for the family’s 

activities. In the subproject area, there are 4 existing water sources such as: (i) excavated well 

(26.4%); (ii) drilled well (44.8%); (iii) rain water (16.9%); (iv) lake/river/stream (11.9%). 

51. Sanitation: The survey result of toilet type in the subproject area shows that 28.6% of 

surveyed households had the private toilet. 71.4% of surveyed households did not have the 
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private toilet. Toilet type used mainly by the majority of households is pit latrine (19.1% of 

surveyed households), followed by the septic tank toilet (9.5% of surveyed households). 

52. Energy: The energy source for lighting is generally from national grid. There are 26.3% of 

AHs using this energy source. For cooking, main materials are straw and firewood. 

53.  Medical access and diseases: Infectious diseases that cause dangerous epidemics such 

as influenza A - H7N9, influenza A - H5N1, disease caused by Zika virus and the diseases related 

to environmental sanitation such as: malaria and cholera have not been recorded yet during the 

survey period. At present, the communes have the medical stations. However, the medical 

access of local people is not easy due to the difficult terrain and transportation. 

• Ownership status of the affected households 

54.  Houses: majority of AHs live in their traditional houses: traditional houses on stilts or 

wooden houses… This is typical house structure of local people in the subproject area, especially 

ethnic minority. 

55. Utensils: the AHs own the basic utensils for daily life such as television (53.8%), motorbike 

(100%), telephone (43.8%), fridge (8.8%) and other machines for agricultural production such as 

threshing machine (15%). 

• The participation in the social network in locality 

56. According to the survey of consultant in the subproject area, socio-political organizations 

such as: Farmer’s Union; Women’s Union; Youth’s Organization; Elderly’s Union and Veteran’s 

Union are the organizations having the large number of members and village structure. 

57.  The survey result shows that the majority of households participate in these 

organizations. The farmer’s union is the union having the largest number of the members. 100% 

of AHs participate in this union. The Women’s union is the women-only group with 68.5% of AHs 

participating in the union. The veteran’s union is socio-political organization of the armed force 

and semi-armed force in the struggle for the protection of national sovereign independence over 

the periods. According to survey result, there are 13.7% of household participating with 11 

members. The elderly’s union is the association for the citizens being over 60 years old. There 

are 11.2% of household participating in the union and the number of members is 9 people. The 

number of members of each household participating in the union is 1 person. 

C.  Social impact assessment 

• Potential negative impacts: 

58. The Social Impact Assessment (SIA) has been conducted through socio-economic survey 

and Inventory of loss (IOL) and public consultation to identify both positive and negative impacts 

caused by the subproject, and measures of negative impact mitigation and enhancing subproject 

benefits to local people. Results of SIA show that land acquisition is insignificant so that it does 

not much impact on incomes and livelihoods of local people in the subproject. 

59. The education level and skill of ethnic minority people in the subproject area are limited. 

Therefore, the people can miss the job opportunities brought by the subproject. 

60. During construction phase of the subproject, the contractor can mobilize the large number 

of workers from other area. This can generate the social issues in the subproject area such as: 

social evil, gambling, drugs addiction, conflicts with local people and risk of transmission of 
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diseases (HIV, syphilis), especially to women such as sexually transmitted diseases. In addition, 

during construction phase, the environmental pollution such as dust, noise and construction 

waste will also affect the local people in the subproject area. These impacts can be mitigated 

through mitigation measures proposed in Environmental Management Plan. The PMU and 

external monitoring agency will strictly supervise potential social risks due to the exotic labor. 

• Positive impacts: 

61. The subproject shall bring many positive impacts to the local people in general and ethnic 

minority people in particular. The expected impacts are as follows: 

- To improve the traffic condition in the subproject communes where the EM people living. 

Thus, the access to market, production locations, medical facilities and education of local 

people, especially EM people will be improved. The cost of agricultural production will be 

reduced. The  added value of agricultural products will be increased; 

- To provide local people with new job opportunities to increase their income, especially 

poor HHs, EM people and vulnerable HHs; 

- To provide opportunities to improve the status of women, especially ethnic minority 

women and enhance their participation in community activities through gender action 

plan; and 

- To contribute to poverty reduction in the subproject’s communes. 

• Mitigation measures: 

62. Mitigation measures taken to minimize the negative impacts: 

- At all stages of the subproject, PMU staff will disseminate project information to and 

conduct consultations with ethnic minorities to ensure that EM people get maximum 

benefit from the subproject outcomes, minimize land acquisition impact and avoid to 

impact on the structures of the households. 

- During the construction phase, the contractors are encouraged to use local labor (both 

male and female) to do simple works, implement the regulations of construction sites and 

train the workeers on labor safety and comliance with the law. 

- The contractor should use dust and noise mitigation measures and restore quality of road 

if construction vehicles cause damage to the road.  

- The local authorities and the contractors should associate with socio-political 

organizations in conducting the trainings such as: (i) gender and equality; (ii) prevention 

of HIV/AIDS and social evils and (iii) environement sanitation. 

- The PMU and supervising agencies shall conduct internal and periodic monitoring of labor 

source. 

63. Action plan for ethnic minority people: based on the analysis above, a simple action plan 

is necessary for affected ethnic minority people to facilitate them participating in the subproject 

implementation process. The plan will create new opportunities for ethnic minority people, 

increase income and reduce the burden for them and improve their social position in the 

subproject’s area. Objectives of the plan are as follows: 

- The project implementing agency cooperating with local authorities disclose the 

subproject information to the community of ethnic minorities in order to ensure that ethnic 
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minorities fully understand the lolicies, entitlement and benefits when the State implement 

the subproject in the locality. However, the method of propaganda should be considered 

to ensure the appropriate language for EMs; 

- Land and property of the affected households must be fully inventoried and propriately 

compensated; 

- Training programs on agricultural production techniques and livelihoods should be fully 

implemented and focused on ethnic minority participation; 

- During construction phase, the contractor must have the workforce management by 

providing the accommodation for the workers and reporting the number of workers to local 

authorities. The contractor is responsible for managing the workforce and propagandising 

in order to the workforce understand and respect the culture and custom of EMs, does 

not affect to the community relationship, culture and security of EMs in the subproject 

area; 

- The local authorities should cooperate with social agencies/organizations to train EMs 

community for raising the awareness of gender equality, community health, HIV/AIDS 

prevention and other social evils and avoiding the generating things during the 

construction phase; 

- Local community monitoring board should include the reprentatives of EMs during 

construction phase in order to ensure the quality of construction works and creat the 

favorable conditions for construction of contractor; 

- The contractor should prioritize local workers, EMs for simple works in the construction 

sites in order to creat the opportunities the community’s jobs and boost the community’s 

income as well as the men and women. 
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IV. INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND PARTICIPATION 

A. Information dissemination 

64. In compliance with the ADB requirements, the PMU will assist the DRC in publicly 

disseminating the final REMDP as approved by the Cao Bang PPC and ADB. The subproject 

information booklet will be made available in the Vietnamese language and EM language (if 

needed).    

65. Affected households are notified in advance of resettlement activities, including 

community meetings to disseminate subproject information about the scope of the subproject, 

work alignment plan, site clearance plan and construction plan. They are also involved in public 

meetings to discuss (i) detailed measurement, survey results; (ii) lists of eligible APs and their 

entitlements; (iii) compensation rates; (iv) payment of compensation and other assistance and (v) 

the grievance redress mechanism.   

66. This REMDP in Vietnamese version shall disclosed in locality (PMU’s office, CPCs’ 

offices) before and after being approved by Cao Bang province people’s committee and ADB. 

The REMDP in English version shall be submitted to ADB in order to be disclosed on ADB’s 

website.  

B. Public Consultation and Participation 

• Objectives of information disclosure and public consultation 

67. The information disclosure and public consultation are important activities of the 

subproject. Objectives of these activities are as follows: 

- To ensure that the community is accessed to the subproject information; 

- To help the community be aware of the subproject’s significance for socio-economic 

development of locality, to achieve the community’s consensus on the subproject and to 

minimize generating inconsistency and the subproject implementation’s delay; 

- To prepare the compensation and assistance plan that suits to the affected people’s 

needs and to maximum the benefits from the subproject outcomes; 

- Method of consultation and participation must ensure that the subproject’s information is 

exchanged among the affected households. The subproject should be in accordance with 

culture and tradition of locality as well as ethnic minority people and integrated gender 

issues and social justice that is based on equality principle. 

• Procedure of consultation and participation 

(i) Public consultation during the subproject preparation 

Implementing method: 

68. The method of information and community consultation includes fast assessment having 

the participatation and consultation of stakeholders by using field-based techniques, household 

meetings, field survey, community meetings, focus group discussion and socio-economic survey. 

Content of consultation: 

69. Content of consultation focuses on following main points: (i) content of proposed 

subproject including objectives and proposed items; (ii) the general information of policy 

framework shall be applied for compensation, assistance and site clearance; (iii) public 
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consultation about community demand for local infrastructure and community’s awareness of 

subprject objectives; (iv) feedbacks of the community on the proposal of mitigation measures. 

Consultation result: 

70. The resettlement consultant conducted the public consultation during the subproject 

preparation phase on 25-26/12/2018 in subproject communes. There are 3 meetings and 54 

participants, of which 52 people are EM people and women. 

71. The public consultation during the subproject preparation phase shall reach the 

community’s consensus on the subproject. The summary of consultation process, consultation 

content and information disclosure is presented in the following table: 

Table 9: The information of public consultation on resettlement 

Time Venue 
Number of participants 

Feedback information 
Total Female EMs 

8h30 – 10h30 

on 25/12/2018 

Tinh Tuc 

CPC 
14 2 12 

- Local authorities and the local 

people fully reach the 

consensus on the subproject 

due to the subproject facilitates 

the current conditions of the 

locality for socio-economic 

development; 

- The subproject do not cause 

significant impact on land, 

property and houses of local 

people. The resettlement 

compensation is more 

favorable; 

- Policies to apply compensation 

prices should be explicit and 

equal to all households.  

8h -10h 

on 26/12/2018 

 

Phan 

Thanh 

CPC 

26 4 25 

- In the subproject communes, 

there is no any land-related 

dispute. This is favorable for 

implementing the subproject; 

- Before constructing the 

subproject, the compensation 

and assistance should be fully 

conducted; 

- The project has specific 

assistance policies for AHs 

belonging to vulnerable groups 

to quickly stabilize their lives; 
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Time Venue 
Number of participants 

Feedback information 
Total Female EMs 

- The contractor should provide 

local people with job 

opportunities. 

14h -16h 

on 26/12/2018 

 

Mai Long 

CPC 
14 4 14 

- The subproject will bring many 

benefits to local people. The 

local people expect the 

subproject to be implemented 

as soon as possible; 

- Areas not eligible for cultivation 

should be acquired and 

compensated for the people. 

- The construction schedule 

should be notified to local 

people so that local people can 

plan the appropriate cultivation 

schedule; 

- The inventory and 

measurement process and 

compensation price application 

process should be public to 

local people. 

(ii) Consultation and participation during REMDP implementation 

72. During the implementation phase, the PMU coordinates with CARB and CPCs to 

disseminate subproject information using various media such as organizing seminars, 

presentations, and public meetings. The subproject documents shall be disclosed and provided 

to community. 

73. Local people, especially affected persons have right to participate in the activities of the 

subproject. All communities have rights to monitor not only the construction of the subproject but 

also the implementation of the REMDP (see part XI - Monitoring and evaluation), and their 

representatives should be members of the Community Monitoring Board of the commune. Local 

people can make grievance if they find any illegal actions or they disagree with the subproject’s 

policy.          
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V. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

74. In order to ensure that all APs’ grievances and complaints on any aspect of land 

acquisition, compensation and resettlement are addressed in a timely and satisfactory manner, 

and that all possible avenues are available to APs to air their grievances, a well- defined 

grievance redress mechanism needs to be established. All APs can send any questions to 

implementation agencies about their rights in relation with entitlement of compensation, 

compensation policy, rates, land acquisition, resettlement, allowance and income restoration. 

Furthermore, APs will not be ordered to pay any fee from all administrative and legal fees that 

might be incurred in the resolution of grievance and complaints at any level of trial and court. 

Grievances redress mechanism of the project will be followed Law on complaint No. 

02/2011/QH13 and regulation on grievance at Government Decree 75/2012/NB-CP dated 

20/11/2012.Complaints will pass through 3 stages before they could be elevated to a court of law 

as a last resort.     

75. First Stage, Commune People’s Committee: The aggrieved affected household can 

bring his/her complaint in writing or verbally to any member of the Commune People’s Committee, 

either through the Village Chief or directly to the CPC. It is incumbent upon said member of CPC 

or the village chief to notify the CPC about the complaint. The CPC will meet personally with the 

aggrieved affected household and will have 30 days and maximum of 45 days following the 

lodging of the complaint, depending on complicated case or distance, to resolve it. The CPC 

secretariat is responsible for documenting and keeping file of all complaints that it handles.  

76. Second Stage, District People’s Committee: If after 30 days or 45 days (in remote area) 

the aggrieved affected household does not hear from the CPC, or if the affected household is not 

satisfied with the decision taken on his/her complaint, the affected household may bring the case, 

either in writing or verbal, to any member of the DPC. The DPC in turn will have 30 days or 

maximum of 70 days following the lodging of the complaint, depending on complicated case or 

remote area, to resolve the case. The DPC is responsible for documenting and keeping file of all 

complaints that it handles and will inform the DCARB of any determination made and the DCARB 

is responsible for supporting DPC to resolve AH’s complaint. The DPC must ensure their decision 

is notified to the complainant. 

77. Third Stage, Provincial People’s Committee: If after 30 days or 45 days (in remote 

area) the aggrieved affected household does not hear from the DPC, or if the affected household 

is not satisfied with the decision taken on his/her complaint, the affected household may bring 

the case, either in writing, to any member of the PPC. The PPC has 30 days or maximum of 70 

days, depending on complicated case or remote area, to resolve the complaint to the satisfaction 

of all concerned. The PPC is responsible for documenting and keeping file of all complaints that 

reaches the same.   

78. Final Stage, the Court of Law Arbitrates: If after 30 days following the lodging of the 

complaint with the PPC, the aggrieved affected household does not hear from the PPC, or if 

he/she is not satisfied with the decision taken on his/her complaint, the complainant can appeal 

again to the PPC. If the complainant is not satisfied with the second decision of the PPC, the 

case may be brought to a Court of law for adjudication. If the court rules in favour of the 
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complainant, then PPC will have to increase the compensation at a level to be decided by the 

court. In case the court will rule in favour of PPC, then the complainant will receive compensation 

approved by PPC. 

79. The grievance redress mechanism has been disclosed to APs during REMDP preparation 

and will be continuously disseminated to people during REMDP implementation. 
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VI. LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK 

80. The legal and policy framework for dealing with the resettlement impacts of the subproject 

is given based on relevant policies and laws of Viet Nam and the ADB’s Involuntary Resettlement 

Policy (SPS 2009). In this section, the relevant policies and laws of Vietnam, including policies of 

Cao Bang Province, and policies of ADB are outlined, then if difference between these policies 

(of Vietnam and of ADB) exist, reconciliation is done to establish policies and principles to be 

applied under this subproject.  

A. ABD Policies 

81. Involuntary Resettlement: The main objectives of ADB’s Policy on Involuntary 

Resettlement is to avoid or minimize the adverse impacts on people, HHs, businesses and others 

in the implementation of development project. Where resettlement is not avoidable, the 

involuntary resettlement must be minimized by exploring project and design alternatives, and 

enhance or at least restore the living standards of the affected persons to at least their pre-project 

levels. The SPS June 2009 also stresses on a new objective of improving the standards of living 

of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups. The policy applies to full or partial, permanent 

or temporary physical and economic displacement resulting from (i) involuntary acquisition of 

land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and 

protected areas. Resettlement is considered involuntary when displaced individuals or 

communities do not have the right to refuse land acquisition those results in displacement.    

82. Ethnic Minorities (EMs): The main objectives of ADB’s IP safeguards policy under the 

SPS 20093 are to: (i) avoid adverse impacts of projects on the environment and affected persons, 

where possible; (ii) minimize, mitigate, and/or compensate for adverse project impacts on the 

environment and affected persons when avoidance is not possible; and (iii) assist in 

strengthening country safeguard systems and develop the capacity to manage environmental 

and social risks. The policy is triggered if a subproject directly or indirectly affects the dignity, 

human rights, livelihood systems, or culture of EMs or affects the territories or natural or cultural 

resources that EMs own, use, occupy, or claim as their ancestral domain. Should ADB projects 

affect EMs, a set of general policy requirements are observed to maintain, sustain, and preserve 

their cultural identities, practices, and habitats (SR-3 of SPS 2009). A set of special requirements 

are in place should projects be (i) within ancestral domains and lands and related natural 

resources, (ii) commercial development of cultural resources and knowledge of EMs; (iii) physical 

displacement from traditional or customary lands; and (iv) commercial development of natural 

resources within customary lands under use that would impact on livelihoods or cultural, 

ceremonial, or spiritual uses that define the identity and community of EMs. 

B.  National Laws on Involuntary Resettlement and Ethnic Minority 

83. Compensation, Assistance and Resettlement: The Constitution of the Socialist Republic 

of Viet Nam (2013) confirms the right of citizens to own and protect the ownership of a house. In 

addition, the Government has enacted a number of laws, decrees and regulations that constitute 

the legal framework for land acquisition, compensation, assistance and resettlement. The main 

                                                 
3Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009 
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documents include Land Law No.45/2013/QH13 dated 29/11/2013, launched a comprehensive 

land management law in Vietnam; Decree No.47/2014/NĐ-CP dated 15/5/2014 regulations on 

compensation, support, and resettlement upon land expropriation by the state; Decree 

No.44/2014/NĐ-CP dated 15/5/2014 regulations on land prices and Decree No.43/2014/NĐ-CP 

dated 15/5/2014 detailing a number of articles of the land law and Circular No.37/2014/TT-

BTNMT dated 30/6/2014  guiding to execute Land Law 2013; Circular No.37/2014/TT-BTNMT 

dated 30/6/2014 guiding to execute the Decree No.47/2014/NĐ-CP; Circular No.36/2014/TT-

BTNMT dated 30/6/2014 guiding to execute the Decree No.44/2014/NĐ-CP. 

84. The laws, decrees and decisions regarding the information disclosure include Land Law 

No.45/2013/QH13, Article 67, before issuing a decision on agricultural and non-agricultural land 

recovery, the affected households shall be notified.   

85. The decisions of Cao Bang province people’s committee on land recovery and 

resettlement include: 

- Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No.42/2014/QD-UBND dated 19/12/2014 on issuing 

regulations on compensation, support, and resettlement upon land expropriation by the 

state in Cao Bang province; 

- Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No.21/2017/QĐ-UBND dated 18/8/2017 on amending and 

supplementing a number of articles of regulations on compensation, support and 

resettlement upon land expropriation by the state attaching Cao Bang PPC’s Decision 

No.42/2014/QĐ-UBND dated 19/12/2014; 

- Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No.16/2014/QD-UBND dated 24/06/2014 price list of houses 

and construction works on land for calculation of compensation upon land expropriation 

by the state in Cao Bang province; 

- Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No.40/2014/QD-UBND dated 19/12/2014 regulations on land 

prices in 2015 in Cao Bang province; 

- Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No.19/2015/QD-UBND dated 15/07/2015 regulations on trees 

and crops prices upon land expropriation by the state in Cao Bang province; 

- Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No.47/2018/QĐ-UBND dated 28/12/2018 Regulation land 

adjustment coefficient applied in Cao Bang province (in 2019); 

86. Ethnic Minorities: The Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam (2013) confirms 

the justice of the ethnic groups in Vietnam. Article 5 of the Constitution 2013 clearly indicates that 

(i) the State of Vietnam is the united state of the various ethnic communities co-habiting on the 

territory of Vietnam; (ii) All EMs are equality, solidarity, respect and mutual assistance among all 

nationalities, and forbids all acts of national discrimination and division; (iii) National language is 

Vietnamese, every ethnic community has the right to use its own language and system of writing, 

to preserve its national identity, and to promote its fine customs, habits, traditions and culture; 

and (iv) the State applies a policy of comprehensive development and give good conditions for 

EMs to promote their internal force for the country development. 

87. Vietnam's Socio-Economic Development Plans and Socio-Economic Development 

Strategy pay special attention to ethnic minorities. The main programs related to ethnic minorities 

was promulgated. Two of the most important policies are the Program 135 (on the assistance of 
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infrastructure investment, production development for poor communes, border communes, 

communes in safety area, poor villages) and Program 134 (on the assistance of productive land, 

houses, residential land and domestic water for poor ethnic minority households).  

88. Government of Vietnam has formulated the policies for socio-economic development for 

ethnic monirity group in remote area. After the 134 and 135 programs (phase 1 and phase 2), the 

Government has developed the program 135 – phase 3 for creating the opportunity for socio-

economic development of poor villages and communes in the mountainous areas in which the 

ethnic minority groups live. In addition to general development program for ethnic minorities, the 

Government assigns Ethnic Committee to guide the provinces to implement the development 

assistance schemes for ethnic groups with less than 1,000 people, including Si La, Pu Peo, Ro 

Mam and Brau Hoi Du. The Government also develop a poverty reduction program – poverty 

reduction program in 61 poor districts in which the ethnic minority groups live. 

89. Several decrees, circulars and decisions regarding the ethnic minorities have been 

promulgated. Decree No.05/2011/ND-CP dated 14/01/2011 on provides activities in ethnic 

minorities work in order to assure and promote equality, solidarity, mutual assistance for 

development, respect for and preservation of cultural identities of ethnic minority groups living in 

the territory of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. According to this decree, the proposed projects 

impact land, environment or daily life of ethnic minority groups should disclose the relevant 

information and the public consultation must be conducted with the representatives of local 

authorities in order to ensure the expected outcomes of the investment fields (improved living 

condition is on basis in accordance with culture of ethnic minority groups, Article 9). 

90. The Government promulgated the Decree No.13/2017/ND-CP dated 12/10/2017 on  

defining the functions, tasks, powers and organizational structure of the committee for ethnic 

minority affairs. The decree regualates that the Committee for Ethnic Minority Affairs is a 

ministerial-level agency of the Government which performs the state management of ethnic 

minority affairs nationwide and of public services under its management in accordance with law. 

Decree No.05/2011/ND-CP dated 14/01/2011 on ethnic minorities works and Decree No. 

13/2017/ND-CP was promulgated as a legal basis for Ethnic Minority Affairs to implement the 

State’s policies on ethnic minorities during industrialization and modernization period; promote 

the strength of ethnic union for the target of rich people, strong country, fair, democratic and 

civilized society; to ensure and promote the equality, union, respect and mutual assistance for 

developing and preserving the culture of ethnic groups. 

91. The regulations of the Government on the civilize basis and the participating of the local 

people directly related to this REMPP include: Ordinance No.34/2007/PL-UBTVQH11 dated 

20/04/2007 (replacement of Decree No.79/2003/ND-CP dated 07/07/2003) on exercise of 

democracy in communes, wards and townships being the basis of the community’s participation 

in the community’s plan preparation and supervision in Vietnam; the Prime Minister’s Decision 

No.80/2005/QD-TTg dated 18/04/2005 on investment supervision regulations of community. 

92. In 1995, Ethnic Minority Affairs has established a legal framework regarding external 

assistance for ethnic minority development. This legal framework leads to a strategy for the ethnic 

minority development in the Government’s targets of stable and sustainable growh and povery 
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reduction. The main points of this policy framework are: a) to combat of poverty; b) to encourage 

the positive participation of ethnic minority groups; d) to manage the natural and human resources 

sustainablely; and e) to ensure the mutual respect and responsibilities of stakeholders. In the 

provinces with a significant number of ethnic minority board under the provincial ethnic minority 

affairds. The fuctions of ethnic minority affairds are to develop the regulations of ethnic minorities 

development program, to play a role of coordinator among the stakeholders and to cooperate 

with international organizations within the competence in accordance with law. 

93. Legal framework was updated in 2016. All documents regarding the ethnic minorities are 

as follows: 

Table 10: Government’s legal documents related to Ethnic Minorities 

Year Documents 

2016 Decision No.2086/QD-TTg dated 31/10/2016 on the approval of the project of 

economic - social development for ethnic minorities with sparse population from 

2016 to 2025. 

2016 Decision No.2085/QD-TTg dated 31/10/2016 on promulgating the specific policy of 

socio-economic development assistance in the ethnic minorities area and 

mountainous area in 2017-2020 period. 

2016 Decision No.12/2016/QĐ-TTg dated 11/03/2016 (on continuing to implement the 

Decision No.30/2012/QĐ-TTg dated 18/07/2012 on criteria to identify special 

difficult villages and communes in ethnic minority and mountainous areas for the 

2012 - 2015 period) and Decision No.1049/QĐ-TTg dated 26/06/2014 (Issue a list 

of administrative units in special difficult areas).  

2015 Decision No.1557/QĐ-TTg dated 10/9/2015 approving certain criteria on 

implementation of MDGs for ethnic minorities in association with national post-2015 

sustainable development goals. 

2014 Decision No. 456/QĐ-UBDT dated 7/11/2014 on issuing the implementation plan 

of capacity building and state management effectiveness about ethnic works. 

2014 Directive No.28/CT-TTg dated 10/08/2014 on improving the state management 

effectiveness about ethnic works. 

2013 Joint Circular No.05/2013-TTLT-UBDT-NNPTNT-KHĐT-TC-XD dated 18/11/2013 on 

guiding program 135 of infrastructure investment and production development for 

special difficulty-hit communes, border communes, communes in the safety area and 

special difficult villages. 

2013 Decision No.2214/QĐ-TTg dated 14/11/2013 of the Prime Minister on approving 

scheme of international cooperation and socio-economic development in the ethnic 

minorities area. 

2013 Decision No.551/QĐ-TTg dated 4/4/2013 of the Prime Minister on approval of Program 

135 of infrastructure investment and production development for special difficulty-hit 
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Year Documents 

communes, border communes, communes in the safety area and special difficult 

villages. 

2013 Circular No. 02/2013/TT-UBDT dated 24/06/2013 guiding the implementation of a 

number of decisions no. 54/2012/QD-TTG dated 4 December 2012 of the Prime 

Minister promulgating policies for loans to develop production capital for special difficult 

ethnic minorities 2012-2015 

2012 Decision No.42/2012/QĐ-TTg dated 08/10/2012 on giving support to units, 

organizations using employees who are ethnic minority people in the mountainous 

regions, especially difficult areas. 

2012 Joint Circular No. 01/2012/TTLT-BTP-UBDT of the Ministry of Justice and the 

Committee of Ethnic Minorities, on guiding implementation of legal assistance for 

EMs 

2010 Decision No.2123/QĐ-TTg dated 22/11/2010 of the Prime Minister approving the 

scheme on education development for very small ethnic minorities in the 2010-2015 

period. 

2010 Decree No.82/2010/NĐ-CP dated 15/07/2010 on regulations of the teaching and 

learning of spoken and written languages of ethnic minorities in general education 

establishments and continuing education centers. 

2009 

 

Decision No.61/QĐ-UBDT dated 12/03/2009 on confirming the communes and 

districts in the mountainous area due to adjustment of administrative boundaries. 

2008 Resolution No.30A/2008/NQ-CP dated 27/12/2008 on the support program for fast 

and sustainable poverty reduction in 61 poor districts. 

2008 Decision No.1366/QĐ-TTg dated 25/09/2008 of the Prime Minister on amending 

and supplementing the Decision No. 289/QĐ-TTG dated 18/03/2008 on issuing 

several assistant policies for ethnic minorities, policy households, poor households, 

near poor households and fisherman. 

2008 Resolution No. 30a/2008/NQ-CP of Government dated 27/12/2008 on the support 

program for fast and sustainable poverty reduction in 61 poor districts. 

C. Reconciliation of Government and ADB policies on Resettlement and ethnic 

minority 

94. With the promulgation of the Land Law 2013, including Decree No.47/2014/ND-CP and 

Decree No.43/2014/ND-CP, Decree No.44/2014/ND-CP, the policies and practices of the 

national Government have become more consistent with ADB’s Policy on Involuntary 

Resettlement (SPS 2009). However, there are still some significant gaps between the 

Government policies and the ADB’s Policy on Involuntary Resettlement. 
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95. With regard to policy on indigenous peoples, a key difference is in the definition of 

Indigenous Peoples. In Viet Nam, the term “ethnic minorities” is used rather than “indigenous 

people" to refer to all the 53 ethnic groups other than the majority Kinh (Viet) ethnic group. In the 

case of development projects, there is no specific requirement under Viet Nam legislation 

concerning ethnic minorities particularly for: preparation of an indigenous peoples’ plan (IPP) to 

address adverse impacts on ethnic minorities and maximize positive impacts. 

96. The following table provides a gap analysis of ADB’s Policy (SPS 2009) and 

Government’s policy on involuntary resettlement and ethnic minority, and measures for filling 

gaps applied for the subproject. 
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Table 11:  Gap Analysis between Viet Nam Regulations and ADB SPS (2009) and project policy: Involuntary Resettlement and ethnic minority 

Issue ADB SPS requirement 
Provision in Viet Nam Land law 2013, 

Decree 47/2014/ND-CP, 44/2014/ND-CP 
Project Policy 

Identification of 

severely impacted 

APs who lose 

productive land 

Involuntary resettlement impacts deemed significant if 200 or 

more persons will be physically displaced from home or lose 

10% or more of their productive or income-generating assets 

ADB Safeguard category definitions: 

https://www.adb.org/site/safeguards/safeguard-categories 

APs losing at 30% or more of productive 

agriculture land are considered severely 

impacted and are entitled to livelihood 

restoration measures. 

Decree 47/2014/ND-CP, Article 19, Item 3: 

HHS to be deemed severely 

affected if they are to experience 

loss of 10% or more of productive 

assets and/or physical 

displacement 

Meaningful 

consultations in 

planning and 

implementing 

resettlement 

programs 

Carry out meaningful consultations with affected persons, host 

communities, and concerned nongovernment organizations. 

Inform all displaced persons of their entitlements and 

resettlement options. Ensure their participation in planning, 

implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of resettlement 

programs. Pay particular attention to the needs of vulnerable 

groups, especially those below the poverty line, the landless, the 

elderly, women and children, and Indigenous Peoples, and 

those without legal title to land, and ensure their participation in 

consultations. Establish a grievance redress mechanism to 

receive and facilitate resolution of the affected persons' 

concerns. Support the social and cultural institutions of displaced 

persons and their host population. Where involuntary 

resettlement impacts and risks are highly complex and sensitive, 

compensation and resettlement decisions should be preceded 

by a social preparation phase. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy Principle 2 

Public consultation is required for the 

preparation of district land use plans (Land 

Law article 43). 

Notification of between 90-180 to be given 

to affected land users (Land Law Article 

67) 

On approval of compensation 

arrangements, detailed information on 

arrangements to be provided to affected 

persons, and provision for involvement of 

the Fatherland Association to mediate in 

case of disagreements/grievances. (Land 

Law Article 69) 

Conducting meaningful 

consultations with affected 

persons, mass organizations and 

civic organizations as part of 

REMDP preparation throughout 

project cycle. 

Compensation 

(general) 

Improve, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all displaced 

persons through (i) land-based resettlement strategies when 

affected livelihoods are land based where possible or cash 

compensation at replacement value for land when the loss of 

Provision for cash at or replacement land 

of the same land use purpose (Land Law 

Article 74). 

Land and non land assets will be 

compensated at replacement 

costs. APs are to be consulted in 

determining arrangements whereby 

https://www.adb.org/site/safeguards/safeguard-categories
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land does not undermine livelihoods, (ii) prompt replacement of 

assets with access to assets of equal or higher value, (iii) prompt 

compensation at full replacement cost for assets that cannot be 

restored, and (iv) additional revenues and services through 

benefit sharing schemes where possible. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy Principle 3 

Provision for valuation by licensed valuers 

(Land Law Articles 114 to 116 and Decree 

44/2014/ND-CP). 

Provision with compensation for cost 

moving (Land Law Article 91). 

Provision of interest for compensation in 

case of late payment (Land Law Article 

93). 

they receive relocation assistance, 

secured tenure to relocated land, 

with comparable access to 

production and employment 

opportunities, and civic 

infrastructure and community 

services as required, transitional 

support and development 

assistance such as land 

development, credit facilities, 

training or employment 

opportunities. 

Determination of 

compensation rates 

for houses and 

structures 

The rate of compensation for acquired housing, land and other 

assets will be calculated at full replacement costs with no 

deduction of salvageable materials. The calculation of full 

replacement cost will be based on the following elements: (i) fair 

market value; (ii) transaction costs; (iii) interest accrued, (iv) 

transitional and restoration costs; and (v) other applicable 

payments 

SPS Appendix 2: Safeguard Requirements for Involuntary 

Resettlement 

Houses/structures used for living purpose 

will be compensated at replacement cost. 

(Land Law 2013, Article 89, item 1) 

Houses/structures used for other purposes 

will be compensated equal to the 

remaining value of the affected house plus 

some percentage of current value but total 

compensation amount is not exceed value 

of the new house/structure. (Decree 47, 

article 9) 

Full compensation at replacement 

cost to be paid for all structures. No 

deductions for salvageable 

materials or depreciation to be 

made. 

Transparency, 

consistency and 

equitability in 

negotiated 

settlements 

Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable 

manner if land acquisition is through negotiated settlement to 

ensure that those people who enter into negotiated settlements 

will maintain the same or better income and livelihood status. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy Principle 6 

No regulation Rents and conditions for temporary 

use of land or assets will be 

negotiated with land users. 

Restoration will be to equal or 

better condition. 
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Provisions for APs 

who do not have 

LURCs 

Ensure that displaced persons without titles to land or any 

recognizable legal rights to land are eligible for resettlement 

assistance and compensation for loss of nonland assets. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy Principle 7 

For displaced households who are not 

eligible for compensation with residential 

land, but have no other place to live in 

project commune, provision is made for 

the State to sell, lease, provide rent-to-own 

houses or to allocate land with levy 

collection (Land Law Article 79). 

The Land Law (Article 92) permits 

recovery of land without compensation for 

lost assets in some cases. 

All affected persons to be entitled 

to compensation in line with ADB 

policy and government policy 

depending whchever is higher . 

Prepare 

Resettlement 

Plan 

Prepare a resettlement plan elaborating on displaced persons' 

entitlements, the income and livelihood restoration strategy, 

institutional arrangements, monitoring and reporting framework, 

budget, and time-bound implementation schedule. SPS 

Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy Principle 8 

Requirement for preparation of plans for 

compensation, support and resettlement. 

(Land Law Article 67) according to 

prescribed procedures (Article 69). 

Contents of plans provided in Decree No. 

47/2014/ND-CP, Article 28. 

RPs/REMDPs to be prepared for 

each subproject 

Disclosure of draft 

resettlement plan 

Disclose a draft resettlement plan, including documentation of 

the consultation process in a timely manner, before project 

appraisal, in an accessible place and a form and language(s) 

understandable to affected persons and other stakeholders. 

Disclose the final resettlement plan and its updates to affected 

persons and other stakeholders. 

SPS Involuntary Resettlement Safeguards Policy Principle 9 

Full disclosure of detailed arrangements 

and compensation plans to affected 

persons. (Land Law Article 69) 

Disclose draft REMDPs for each 

subproject, including 

documentation of the consultation 

process in a timely manner, before 

project appraisal, in an accessible 

place and a form and language(s) 

understandable to affected persons 

and other stakeholders. Disclose 

the final RP and its updates to 

affected persons, and other 

stakeholders. 

Ethnic Minorities 
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Action planning Prepare an EM Development Plan (EMDP) that is based on the 

social impact assessment and meaningful consultation with the 

assistance of qualified and experienced experts and that draw 

on indigenous knowledge and participation by the affected EM 

communities. 

No provision of the government on 

preparation of EMDP 

The EMDP shall be prepared and 

updated, implemented and 

monitored. 

Recognition of 

customary 

rights 

Prepare an action plan for legal recognition of customary rights 

to lands and territories or ancestral domains when the project 

involves (i) activities that are contingent on establishing legally 

recognized rights to lands and territories that EMs have 

traditionally owned or customarily used or occupied, or (ii) 

involuntary acquisition of such lands. 

The issues of customary rights or 

ancestral domains have not been fully 

recognized through LURC. 

Full consultation with local EMs will 

be made to define areas with 

customary rights and to reflect the 

issues in an updated EMDP with 

particular actions to protect or 

compensate the areas. 

Third-party 

validation of 

consultation related 

to land donations 

The borrower is required to engage an independent third party to 

document the negotiation and settlement processes to openly 

address the risks of asymmetry of information and bargaining 

power of the parties involved in such transactions. 

Not required. In case of land donations involving 

marginal portions of land, the third 

party consultant will witness the 

negotiation and Settlement 

processes as part of the due 

diligence report. A voluntary 

donation form signed by the 

landowners, witnesses and village 

leaders will be attached in the 

report. 

Monitoring Monitoring indicators specified for internal and external 

monitoring and reporting. In case of significant or sensitive 

impacts, an external monitoring organization is required to 

conduct monitoring on RP and EMDP implementation 

No monitoring indicators indicated The IA must undertake internal 

monitoring according to the critical 

indicators. Anticipated negative 

impacts of the project are minor, it 

is no need to recruit an external 

monitoring organization. 
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VII. ENTITLEMENTS, ASSISTANCE AND BENEFIT 

A. Eligibilities  

97. Eligibility will be determined by the date of land acquisition. The affected people will be 

notified about the date of land acquisition for each component of the subproject. Any person  who 

moves into or any asset created in the subproject area after the cut-off date shall not be 

compensated or received the assistance from the subproject; 

98. In addition, legal rights to the land concerned determine eligibility for compensation with 

regard to land. There are three types of APs: (i) persons with Land Use Rights Certificates 

(LURCs) to land lost in entirety or partially; (ii) persons who lose land they occupy, do not currently 

possess a LURC but have a claim that is recognized or recognizable under national laws, or; (iii) 

persons who lose land they occupy in its entirety or partially who do not have any recognizable 

claim to that land. APs included under i) and ii) above shall be compensated for the affected land 

and assets upon land. APs included under iii) shall not be compensated for the affected land, but 

for the affected assets upon land and are entitled to assistance if they have to relocate. 

B. Entitlements for compensation 

99. Households or individuals eligible for compensation will be compensated for affected land 

and other assets equivalent to the market price of such land and assets. Those who are not 

eligible for compensation are also assisted as described in the entitlement matrix below.  

100. The unit rates or amount for allowances indicated in the entitlement matrix can be 

adjusted during  in updated REMDP to reflect actual situation at the time of implementation. 

However, the adjusted amounts and unit rates cannot be lower than the provisions in the 

entitlement matrix (Table12). 

C. Compensation and assistance 

101. The compensation unit price for land, trees and crops applied of this REMDP is based on 

the compensation unit price for land (land prices for the period 2015 - 2019), the compensation 

unit price for structures and crops issued by Cao Bang province people’s committee in recent 

years. 

102. A rapid replacement cost assessment has been undertaken via consultation with local 

authorities and local people to verify the current unit prices of the PPC for land and other assets. 

Results of the assessment indicate that the current prices for land, crops and trees issued by Cao 

Bang province People's Committee for compensation are acceptable. The compensation prices 

for lands and non-land assets will be updated at time of resettlement implementation based on 

results of replacement cost survey conducted by an independent qualified and experienced 

evaluator. 

103. Compensation for land: Pursuant to Decision No.40/2014/QĐ-UBND dated 19/12/2014 of 

Cao Bang province on promulgating land unit price in 2015 in Cao Bang province; Decision 

No.47/2018/QĐ-UBND daed 28/12/2018 of Cao Bang province on promulgating adjustment 

coefficient of land unit price in Cao Bang province (in 2019).  
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104. Compensation for house and structures: Pursuant to Decision No.16/2014/QD-UBND 

dated 24/06/2014 of Cao Bang province on promulgating unit price of house and construction 

works on land to identify the compensation unit when the State acquires land in Cao Bang 

province. 

105. Compensation for trees and crops: Pursuant to Decision No.19/2015/QD-UBND dated 

15/07/2015 of Cao Bang province on promulgating regulation on compensation unit price for 

affected tree when land is acquired by the State in Cao Bang province. 

106. Assistance for job changing/creation: according to the policies of Cao Bang province, 

assistance in cash as follows: (i) equivalent to three times of the value of their affected rice and 

annual crops land; (ii) two times of value of affectd perennial crops land and land for acquaculture; 

(iii) 1.5 time of value of affect production forest land for townships of the districts and Cao Bang 

province. 

107. Assistance for the vulnerable households: of 137 affected HHs, there are 02 women-

headed households with a dependent, 91 poor HHs, 38 severely affected EM HHs and 6 policy 

HHs. According to the REMDF of the subproject, these households shall be received the 

assistance of 2,000,000 Dong/HH. 

108. Entitlements of the subproject are summarized in the Table 12 Entitlement Matrix. The 

Entitlement Matrix is based on the original Entitlement Matrix in approved Resettlement 

Framework for BIIG1 project. 

109. Unforeseen impacts: If any person or household is affected during the subproject 

implementation process, a social impact assessment will be conducted and then necessary 

compensation and assistance will be applied for the household. 
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Table 12: Entitlement Matrix 

Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

I. LAND ACQUISITION  

1.1. Affected agriculture land  

AHs have a land use 
right certificate or can 
legalize land use rights 

Losing less than 

10% total 

productive land 

106  AHs with 

43,395.89m2 of affected 

land, including: 

- Rice land: 9,560.48m2 

- Annual crops land: 
32,801.36m2; 

- Perennial land: 
887.84m2; 

- Aquaculture land: 
156.21m2 

 

 

 

 

 

- Cash compensation at replacement cost 
for recovered land; If the remaining land 
area is not enough to cultivate, that land 
area will be recovered and compensated 
at replacement cost for total affected land 
area; 

- Cash compensation at replacement for 
standing crops on land (if any); 

- Assistance for vocational training/job 
opportunity in accordance with the 
policies of Cao Bang PPC. 

- Affected households will be 
notified of land acquisition 
at least 90 days prior to 
land acquisition and will get 
full compensation at least 1 
(one) month prior to site 
clearance; 

- The assistance rate for 
vocational training/job 
creation is as follows: for 
rice land: the assistance 
rate will be 4 times of the 
value of agricultural land; 
for annual crops land: the 
assistance rate will be 3 
times of the value of 
agricultural land; for 
perennial crops land and 
land for aquaculture: the 
assistance rate will be 02 
times of the value of 
agricultural land; and for 
production forest land: the 
assistance rate will be 1.5 
times of the value of 
agricultural land in the land 
price list decided by PPC. 

 

Losing more than 

10% of total 

productive land. 

28 AHs with 16,126.28m2 

of affected land, 

including: 

- Rice land: 3,245.8m2 

- Annual crops land: 
12,745.98m2; 

- Perennial land: 
134.5m2 

 

- Cash compensation at replacement cost 
for recovered land; 

- Cash compensation at replacement for 
standing crops on land (if any); 

- Assistance for economic restoration and 
vocational training/job creation in 
accordance with the policies of Cao Bang 
PPC. 

Organizations 
 03 affected CPCs: 

- No compensation for affected land but 
respective assistance does not exceed 
100% of value of affected land; and 

- The compensation amount 
must be paid to the affected 
commune’s account and 
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Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

- 1,332.18m2 of land for 
traffic; 

- Annual crops land: 
1,827.79m2 

- Production forest 
land: 361.74,49m2 

- Cash compensation for standing crops on 
land (if any); 

shall be used for 
improvement of 
infrastructure in the 
commune. 

1.2. Affected residential land 

APs have a land use 

right certificate or can 

legalize land use rights 

Loss of residential 
land without house 
and construction 
works on land 

4 AHs: 752.61m2 - Cash compensation at replacement cost 
for affected residential land area 

- District Resettlement 
Committee will decide the 
local replacement land fund 
and receive the comments 
of the APs; 

-  If there is any dispute of 
affected land, the cash 
compensation will be 
transferred the agreed 
account until the dispute is 
resolved. 

Loss of residential 
land with house 
and construction 
works on land 

10 AHs: 2,759.57m2, 
trong đó có: 

- 07 ảnh hưởng một 
phần; 

- 03 ảnh hưởng toàn 
phần 

The affected people have the right to choose 
one of the following options: 

(i)  For 7 households rebuild their 
houses on remaining land area ), the AHs 
will be received: 

- Cash compensation for affected land 
area at replacement cost; 

- Cash compensation for affected 
structures regardless of degradation of 
materials that can be recovered; 

- Other assistance in accordance with 
regulations of PPC; 

(ii) 03 Relocated households: 

-  

- Affected households will be 
notified of land  acquisition 
at least 180 days prior to 
land acquisition; 

- In case of actual measured 
land area is different to the 
land area on land use right 
certificate, the 
compensation will be 
implemented in 
accordance with actual 
measured land area except 
the encroachment; 

- To identify whether the 
remaining land area is 
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Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

- Cash compensation for acquired land 
area at replacement cost and one sum for 
infrastructure development; 

- If the households have the remaining 
land area that is not enough to rebuild, 
the State will purchase the remaining 
land area according to the households’ 
demand; 

- The relocated households will be 
provided with other assistance in 
accordance with Cao Bang province’s 
regulation) 

enough for using or not in 
accordance with Cao Bang 
povince’s regulations about 
minimum residential land 
area to build. 

II. STRUCTURES, TREES AND CROPS 

2.1. Construction works, houses and structures 

Owners of works 
constructed before the 
cut-off-date regardless 
of land use status 

 

Totally affected 

houses/construction 

works or partly 

affected 

houses/construction 

works and the 

remaining part is 

not able to use. 

10 AHs:  

- 732m2 of house; 

- 350m2 of yard; 

- 534m of fence 

- 5 gates 

- Cash compensation at replacement cost 
for affected structures without calculating 
depreciation of materials for reuse; 

- Assistance for rebuilding or replacing 

- Cash compensation for 
affected structures without 
calculating depreciation of 
materials for reuse; 

- Compensation in 
accordance with measured 
affected area; 

- Houses/structures built 
after cut-off date will not be 
entitled to any 
compensation. 

2.2. Trees, crops and husbandry 

Ownership status 

reported before the cut-

off-date regardless of 

land use status 

 

Crops  133 AHs: 

- 12,806.28m2 of rice 
land; 

- 58,353.62m2 of crops. 

- Compensation at replacement cost for 
affected crops and trees. For crops that 
can be replanted, support the 
transportation costs and actual losses 
due to the process of relocation and 
replanting; 

- A minimum of 3 months' 
notice to harvest crops; 
Owners of crops and/or 
trees are entitled to 
compensation regardless 
of whether they possess 
land use rights; 
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Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

- If the affected crops and trees are not 
harvested yet, cash compensation for 
unharvested trees and crops at market 
cost based on the average output of past 
three years. No compensation for the 
trees and crops can be harvested; 

- Calculation of 
compensation for crop is 
based on the highest 
productivity of one crop 
during the last 3 years; 

 

Perennial crops 100 AHs: 

- 321 fruit trees; 

- 1,540 timber trees 

- Cash compensation for perennial fruit 
and timber trees at market cost according 
to the value of affected trees. 

- Calculation of 
compensation for timber 
and fruit trees is based on 
the age and diameter of the 
tree; 

- APs have the right to use 
salvageable trees. 

Husbandry 1 AH: 

- 156,21m2 of pond 

- Actual damages due to early harvesting 
will be compensated in cash at the 
replacement cost at the time of land 
acquisition. No compensation for pets 
that can be moved or harvest but 
compensation for transport cost and 
damage due to relocation 

- Actual damages due to 
early harvesting will be 
compensated in cash at the 
replacement cost at the 
time of land acquisition. No 
compensation for pets that 
can be moved or harvest 
but compensation for 
transport cost and damage 
due to relocation 

III. ASSISTANCE 

3.1 Assistance for livelihood restoration 

All affected households 
losing productive land  

Assistance for 
job/vocational 
training  

134 AHs: 

- 12,806.28m2 of rice 
land; 

- 45,547.34m2 of 
annual crops land; 

- 1,012.34m2 of 
perennial crops land 

- Support for vocational training and job 
change for households having 
agricultural land directly affected (with 
confirm of locality), with an amount 
equal:. 

* The assistance price for rice land is 4 times 

of corresponding agricultural land; 

- The entitlement will be 
defined during detailed 
measure process; 

- The assistance rate for 
vocational training/job 
creation will be decided by 
PPC 
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Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

- 156.12m2 of land for 
aquaculture. 

* The assistance price for annual crops land 

is 3 times of corresponding agricultural land; 

* The assistance price for perennial crops 

land and aquaculture land is 2 times of 

corresponding agricultural land. 

 

Severely affected 
households and 
relocated households 

Assistance for 
stabilizing life 

38 AHs:  

- 28 AHs losing from 10 
to 30% of total 
production land; 

- 10 AHs whose houses 
will be affected. 

- Assistance for life subsistance equivalent 
to 30 kg of rice at market price at the time 
of compensation for the members of the 
affected household for a period of 6 
months; 

- The assistance in kind will be decided by 
the reasonable comments of the affected 
households and; 

- Be participated in the livelihood 
restoration program of the subproject. 

- The assistance in kind will 
be identified during 
REMDP implementation 
process; 

- If needed, the livelihood 
restoration programs are 
prepared during 
subproject implementation 
phase with the support of 
competent agencies  in 
charge of livelihood/labor 
issues or vocational 
assistance with active 
participation of affected 
households; 

- The rice price is at market 
cost at the time of 
compensation; 

- Forms of assistance may 
include and not limited to 
agricultural extension 
support and non-
agricultural training. 

3.2. Assistance for rebuilding the houses 

Relocated HHs The HHs must 

relocate to other 

area or the HHs 

must rebuild their 

10 AHs The relocated households will be 
compensated for demolition, relocation and 
installation with details: 
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Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

houses on the 

remaining land area 

- Relocation within district area: 3,500,000 
Dong/HH. 

Relocated HHs Assistance for 

renting a house 

10 AHs Households have to relocate to other places 
while waiting for new housing to be 
established, they will be supported with a 
support: 400,000 Dong/member/month. 

- In case of waiting for being allocated a 
plot in the resettlement area, the 
assistance time for self-renting temporary 
house shall be calculated from relocation 
time until the site is allocated with land for 
resettlement in the resettlement area (not 
exceeding 12 months) and added to 6 
months for building a house; 

- In case of self-accommodation, the time 
for support of self-renting temporary 
housing is calculated from the time of 
handing over the recovered land, the 
support time does not exceed 12 months. 

 

3.6. Assistance for vulnerable households 

Affected vulnerable 

households 

assistance for 

vulnerable 

households 

137 HHs - Poor households: it is proposed minimum 
assistance of VND 2,000,000 for 
insignificantly affected household; VND 
5,000,000 for adversely affected 
housellds 

; 

- Other vulnerable HHs will be received the 
minimum assistance of 2,000,000 
Dong/HH to improve the socio-economic 
condition or based on the regulations of 
PPC whichever is higher. 

- All vulnerable households will be 
participated in income restoration 
program of the subproject. 
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Expected impacts 
Applied case 

Compensation policy Implementation issues 
Level of impact Entitled people 

3.7 Incentive bonus 

The HHs must relocate 

their houses and the 

graves 

Incentive bonus for 

the HHs relocate 

their houses and 

the graves  

10 AHs 

 

- People whose residential land is 
recovered must demolish the whole 
house or part of the house and relocate 
voluntarily complying with the plan 
announced by the District Compensation, 
Assistance and Resettlement Council, 
and hand over the site on schedule, these 
households will be received incentive 
bonus: 1,250,000 Dong/household 
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VIII. RESETTLMENT 

110. The subproject will affect 10 houses of 10 HHs, of which there are 07 HHs must rebuild 

their houses on the remaining land area and 3 relocated HHs. The resettlement plan of HHs will 

be consulted fully and the resettlement area will be prepared if required. This content will be 

prepared in detail in the DMS and updated REMDP of the subproject. 

IX. INCOME RESTORATION PROGRAM 

111. Of 141 AHs, there are 137 are entitled to participate in livelihood restoration program. 

During the update process of REMDP, the impact on land and the vulnerable HH group will be 

updated. At that time, in addition to the cash compensation and assistance, the vulnerable 

households and severely affected households will be participated in livelihood restoration 

program (if needed) that is prepared, based on the assessment result of demand and livelihood 

condition of the HHs and approved by ADB before land acquisition. 
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X. RESETTLEMENT BUDGET AND ASSISTANCE 

112. Replacement cost: A rapid replacement cost assessment has been undertaken via 

consultation with local authorities and local people to determine compensation unit price issued 

by the PPC and the results indicate that the current prices for houses and structures and crops 

and trees issued by Cao Bang province People's Committee for compensation are acceptable. 

The compensation prices for lands and non-land assets will be updated at time of resettlement 

implementation based on results of replacement cost survey conducted by an independent 

qualified and experienced evaluator. For this REMDP, the selected price for compensation will 

be calculated in accordance with the issued unit price. The market price of land and crops are 

presented in Table 13,14 and 15 below. All these prices are used to estimate the cost of 

compensation and resettlement and shall be updated during REMDP implementation process. 

Table 13: Replacement cost for land (unit: VNĐ/m2) 

No. Item Commune 

Unit price 

regulated by 

PPC (VND) 

Coefficient 

Proposed 

replacement 

cost (VND) 

1 Residential land 

Tinh Tuc 641,000  1.8 1,153,800 

Phan 

Thanh 
115,000 1.1 

126,500 

2 Rice land 
Phan 

Thanh 
47,000 1.1 

51,700 

3 

 

Annual crops 

land 

Tinh Tuc 54,000 1.5 81,000 

Phan 

Thanh 
39,000 1.1 

42,900 

Mai Long 39,000 1.1 42,900 

4 
Perennial crops 

land 

Tinh Tuc 52,000 1.5 78,000 

Phan 

Thanh 
37,000 1.1 

40,700 

5 
Land for 

aquaculture 

Phan 

Thanh 
27,000 1.1 

29,700 

 Forest land 4 

Tinh Tuc 12,200 1.5 18,300 

Phan 

Thanh 
8,800 1.1 

9,680 

Mai Long 8,800 1.1 9,680 

 

  

                                                 
4  This forest land is production forest (Acacia, rubber) under the CPC’s management. Therefore, the affected forest land must 

not be replanted. In this REMDP, the forest land price is in accordance with the Cao Bang PPC’s Decision No. 03/2017/QĐ-

UBND. 
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Table 14: Replacement cost for houses/structures (unit: VND) 

No. Item Commune 

Unit price 

regulated by PPC 

(VND) 

Coefficient 

Proposed 

replacement 

cost (VND) 

1 
Wooden 

house 
VND/m 3,121,000 1 3,121,000 

2 Yard  VND/m2 188,000 1 188,000 

3 Fence VND/md 1,088,000 1 1,088,000 

4 Gate VND/gate 1,500,000 1 1,500,000 

Table 15: Replacement cost for crops and trees (unit: VND) 

No. Type of tree Unit 

Unit price 
regulated by 

PPC (QĐ 
19/2015-QĐ-

UBND) 

Proposed 
replacement 

cost 

I Annual crops 

1 Rice M2 4,500 4,500 

2 Sticky rice M2 9,000 9,000 

3 Canna india M2 5,000 5,000 

II Fruit trees 

1 
Longan with 30 – under 50kg of 
fruit 

Tree 350,000 350,000 

2 
Diospyros kaki with 20 – under 
40kg quả trở lên 

Tree 360,000 360,000 

3 
Citrus reticulata with 20 - 30kg 
fruit 

Tree 330,000 330,000 

4 
Prunus salicina with 10 - 20kg 
fruit 

Tree 300,000 300,000 

III Timber trees 

1 Pine and Acacia from 4 years Tree 216,000 216,000 

2 Eucalyptus Tree 105,000 105,000 

 

113. Budget for resettlement: The estimated cost in accordance with the unit prices above, 

including compensation for land and asset on land, allowance, cost for maintenance and 

contingency is 22,840,000 VND, equivalent to 980,258 USD.  The resettlement budget is funded 

by Cao Bang PPC, using the provincial budget and will be allocated sufficiently and on time based 

on the subproject resettlement implementation schedule.  
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Table 16: Cost estimate for compensation 

- Currency unit: Vietnam Dong (VND) and US dollar ($) 

- Exchange rate as of 08/2019: $1= 23,300 VND 

I Compensation items Unit Quantity Average unit price Amount 

A Land       5,841,975,971 

1 Residential land M2 3,512.18 86,433 303,569,454 

2 Rice land M2 12,806.28 51,700 662,084,676 

3 Annual crops land M2 47,375.13 41,758 1,978,271,730 

4 Perennial crops land M2 1,012.34 49,650 50,262,408 

5 Forest land M2 361,704.49 9,691 3,505,232,942 

6 Land for aquaculture M2 156.21 29,700 4,639,437 

B Structures/construction works    2,938,864,000 

1 Temporary house M2 732 3,121,000 2,284,572,000 

2 10cm-thick concrete yard  M2 350 188,000 65,800,000 

3 Gate  Gate  5 1,500,000 7,500,000 

4 Fence Md 534 1,088,000 580,992,000 

C Tree and crops    753,696,360 

1 Rice  M2 12,806.28 4,500 57,628,260 

2 Crops  M2 58,353.62 5,000 291,768,100 

3 Fruit tree Tree  321 300,000 96,300,000 

4 Timber tree Tree  1,540 200,000 308,000,000 

D Sub-total 1   D = A+B+C 9,534,536,331 

E Assistance       
  
10,856,653,250  

1 Life stabilization assistance HH 38 
30kg of rice x 

member x6 months 466,830,000 

2 
Assistance for vocational 
changing  M2 59,090.38 166,083 9,813,923,250 

3 Assistance for relocation HH 10 3,500,000 35,000,000 

4 Assistance for house renting 
HH 

member 53 
400,000 Dong x 

member x12 months 254,400,000 

5 Assistance for vulnerable HHs HH 137 2,000,000 274,000,000 

6 Incentive bonus HH 10 1,250,000 12,500,000 

F Sub-total 2   F = D + E 20,391,189,581 

G Management cost    2,446,942,750 

1 Implementation cost (2%)   Equivalent (2%) 407,823,791.62 

2 Contingency cost (10%)   Contingency 10% 
2,039,118,958.1

0 

H Total      H = F + G 
  
22,838,132,331  

  Rounding       
  
22,840,000,000  
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IX. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT 

A. Administrative arrangement and implementation 

114. Provincial level: Cao Bang province people’s committee with the role of Executing Agency 

is responsible for compensation, assistance and resettlement activities (Article 69 of Land Law 

(2013), promulgating and approving the decisions related to the implementation of REMDP 

including the issues concerning official application, compensation cost, REMDP approval and 

disclosure, information disclosure, land acquisition, compensation, allocation of replacement land 

(if any) and grievance. Province people’s committee also is responsible for establishing the 

Valuation Council and assigning responsibilities to district level agencies. 

115. Cao Bang Provincial Department of Planning and Investment (DPI) authorized by Cao 

Bang PPC as Project Owner, is responsible:  

- To manage the project loan allocated for subprojects in Cao Bang province; 

- To establish Provincial Project Management Unit (PMU); 

- To direct PMU to implement all project activities including REMDP according to the 

regulations of Government and ADB policies; 

- To ensure budget available for implementation of land acquisition in time; 

- To coordinate with relevant agencies to ensure timely redress of complaints or 

grievances of APs; 

- To supervise the project’s implementation. 

116. Cao Bang province Ethnic Minorities Committee: shall assign the District Ethnic Minorities 

and supervise the implementation of Ethnic Minorities Action Plan. 

117. Cao Bang province Project Management Unit, on behalf of the project owner is 

responsible for comprehensive REMDP implementation and internal monitoring. The main tasks 

of PMU are: 

- To prepare, update, and monitor REMDP implementation of subprojects; 

- To guide DRC to implement all resettlement activities in compliance with the approved 

REMDP; and handle with any mistakes or shortcomings identified by internal monitoring 

to ensure that the objectives of the REMDP are met; or provide DRC and commune level 

Inventory Groups with the suitable equipments, finance and engineering. 

- To coordinate with DRC and CPCs, conduct information campaigns and stakeholder 

consultation in accordance with established project guidelines; 

- To coordinate with relevant agencies to ensure timely: restoration measures for APs; 

- To conduct internal resettlement monitoring, establish and maintain resettlement and 

grievance databases in accordance with procedures and requirements in approved 

REMDP and maintain the subproject profile; 

- To implement the corrective actions timely in response to internal monitoring. 

District People’s Committee: shall be responsible for organizing and implementing the 

compensation, assign the relevant departments and CPCs to conduct the REMDP and address 

the grievances of the affected households. District resettlement Board/Land Fund Development 
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Board coordinate with PMU and CPCs under the assignment of DPC to implement the 

resettlement activities of the subproject, detail is as follows: 

- To organize, plan and carry out compensation, assistance and resettlement activities; 

- To implement disclose the Public Information Handlist and other public documents to 

ensure that the affected households are notified about process of Land Acquisition 

Report (LAR); 

- To prepare compensation plan and submit to DPC for approval. Implement 

compensation, assistance and resettlement alternative; to take responsibility for legal 

basis applied in compensation, assistance and resettlement policy followingapproved 

REMDP; 

- To plan and conduct DMS and disburse the compensation. 

- To identify the severely affected people and vulnerable households, plan and implement 

the restoration measures for these affected people. 

- To lead and coordinate with the CPC in the timely delivery of compensation payment and 

other entitlements to AHs; 

- To assist to identify the resettlement areas and new agricultural land for the people can 

not live in the current accommodation. 

- To assist DPC to address the grievances of the affected households. 

118. CPCs play a important role in planning and implementing relevant resettlement activities. 

The CPCs are responsible for: 

- Coordinating with DPCs and commune-level mass organizaions in order to mobilize the 

officer for implemting the compensation, assistance and resettlement policy in 

accordance with approved REMDP; 

- Providing the plat map for the Compensation Council and assigning the staffs to 

participate in asset inventory board; 

- Coordinating with District Compensation Council to disclose the information and conduct 

the public consultation about resettlement policy; imforming and disclosing all 

compensation, assistance and resettlement plans approved by DPC 

- Solving the affected people’s questions related to household assets inventory; 

- Assisting the affected households to restore their livelihood and life. 

B. REMDP implementation arrangement 

119. The implementation process is as follows: 

(i) Establishment of the DRCs. The DPC will establish DRCs for the projects, and entrust 

tasks to relevant agencies and entities. 

(ii) Land clearance/boundary setting for the Project. After receiving the PPC and DPCs in 
acquired land and handing over land to the PMU for implementing the projects, PMU will 
cooperate with the DONRE and a specialised cadastral agency having a contract with 
PMU to determine the project land clearance boundary and setting out boundary at the 
field, handing over land to implement resettlement tasks for the DPs, in order to clear land 
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for the project. Relevant Offices of Natural Resources, Environment of districts and 
Commune People’s Committees of the project will assign their staff working as members 
of DRCs to implement this task. 

(iii) Information campaign before DMS. According to the Land Law (2013) Article 67, before 
land acquisition, within 90 days in case of agricultural land and 180 days in case of non- 
agricultural land, the DRCS must send written notices to affected land owners in respect 
of reasons for land acquisition, time and plan of displacement, resettlement options, land 
clearance and resettlement. 

(iv) Before census and detailed measurement survey, PMU in cooperation with local 
authorities of districts and communes will provide project information to residents in the 
project area. Information will be broadcasted via the public address system of the locality 
in combination with other multi-media such as radios, press, television, brochures or 
letters delivered to households to be open posted in public areas. 

(v) Orientation meetings will be held in the project affected commune to notify the affected 
community about the scope and scale of the project, impacts, policies and rights for all 
kinds of damages, implementation schedule, responsibilities for organization, and 
complaint mechanism. Brochures including (images, photos or books) related to project 
implementation will be prepared and delivered to all affected communes in the meetings. 

(vi) Conduct of Replacement Cost Survey by a Qualified Agency. A qualified agency will be 
engaged by PPC in accordance with the Circular 36/2014/TT-BTNMT (2014) on land 
pricing, Article 16 in determining the current market price under normal condition of land 
and non-land assets. If there is a significant difference between compensation price and 
market price as per replacement cost survey carried out by a qualified agency, PPC will 
update the compensation unit price according to regulations and implementation 
guidance of Decree No.44/2014/ND-CP. 

(vii) Detailed Measurement Survey. DMS will be undertaken once detailed design is approved. 
Results of the DMS will be the basis for the preparation of compensation plan and for 
updating of the RPs/REMDPs. 

(viii) Updating RP/REMDP. The PMU will update the RP/REMDP on the basis of the 
precise data obtained from the Detailed Measurement Survey and the updated costs and 
prices. The updated REMDP mus be approved by ADB prior to civil award contract. 

(ix) Preparation of Compensation Plan. DRCs/LFDCs are responsible for applying prices and 
preparing compensation sheet for each affected commune. DPCs will appraise these 
sheets in respect of prices, quantities of affected assets, rights that the DPs are entitled 
to, etc. before notifying each commune for review and comments. All sheets of 
compensation price application must be checked and signed by the DPs to prove their 
consensus. 

(x) Submission of RP/REMDP and ADB concurrence. PMU will prepare Updated 
RP/REMDP, disclose key information of the Updated RP/REMDP to the DPs and submit 
the same to ADB for review and concurrence and uploading onto the ADB web site once 
acceptable to ADB. 

(xi) Payment of compensation and allowances. Before construction, compensation and 
assistance will be paid directly  and fully to the DPs by DRC under the supervision of 
representatives of commune authorities and representatives of the DPs. Income 
restoration and relocation plan will be implemented in close consultation with the APs and 
concerned agencies. 

120. Internal monitoring as outlined in Chapter 11 will be implemented by PMU. One post 

resettlement evaluation will be undertaken within 6 to 12 months after completion of 

compensation and resettlement activities. 
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X. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

121. The implementation schedule for resettlement activities for the subproject is presented in 

the following table, including (i) activities that have been completed to prepare the REMDP; (ii) 

resettlement implementation activities and (iii) internal monitoring activities.  

Table 17: Implementation Schedule 

No. Main activities Time  

1 Resettlement plan 

1.1 Subproject Preparation (subproject design) 
Q IV/2018 – Q 

I/2019 

1.2 
Preparing the Resettlement Plan (during the subproject 

preparation phase) 

From 12/2018 – 

11/2019 

1.3 Submitting to ADB for approval 11/2019 

2 Implementation of Resettlement Plan 

2.1 
Land survey document and setting up benchmark for land 

acquisition 
12/2019- 01/2020 

2.2 Community consultation and information disclosure 01/2020 

2.3 Survey, detail inventory and replacement price survey 01/2020 

2.4 Updating the REMDP and submitting to ADB. 02-03/2020 

2.5 
Submitting the compensation plan to PPC and ADB for 

approval 

04/2020 

2.6 
Disclosing the approved compensation plan to affected 

people 
04/2020 

2.7 Compensation and site clearance 05/2020 

2.8 Construction commencement 06/2020 - 2022 

2.9 Monitoring 2020-2022 
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X. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

122. The project will set up internal monitoring and evaluation program of which the main 

purpose is to ensure that issues related to involuntary resettlement will be implemented in 

accordance with the policies and procedures outlined in the REMDPs under ADB’s SPS 2009 

and REMDF. The monitoring will be carried out by the PMU (with the assistance of the Loan 

Implementation Consultant). No external experts will be required for this project as it is expected 

that the project will only cause minor involuntary resettlement impacts. 

123. The objectives of the monitoring and evaluation program are: (i) to report on the status 

and assessment of compliance with the REMDP and REMDF of the approved subproject; (ii) to 

make confirmation on the readiness of land handing over for the proposed subprojects; (iii) to 

monitor the contractor’s compliance with the RP terms regarding temporary land acquisition 

during construction; (iii) to ensure that living standards of the affected people will be restored or 

improved; (iv) to monitor implementation progress within the agreed time frame; (v) to assess 

whether adequate compensation and rehabilitation measures and social development programs 

have been implemented; (vi) to identify potential issues and solutions. 

124. The PMU will establish internal monitoring systems and prepare progress reports relating 

to all aspects of land acquisition and resettlement activities for each subproject in legal aspect. 

Internal monitoring reports on REMDP implementation will also be prepared by the PMU and be 

submitted to ADB for evaluation and approval. The PMU will conduct an internal review of the 

implementation of the REMDP to identify as soon as possible the results of the activities and the 

causes of the problems encountered in order to adjust the implementation of the REMDP. 

Relevant information will be collected monthly from the field to assess REMDP progress and will 

be included in the quarterly progress reports. 

125. The PMU will submit safeguard monitoring report to ADB once in every six months. For 

subprojects that require land acquisition, the compensation and assistance related to long-term 

land acquisition impacts will have to be completed within six months since the approval date of 

the updated REMDP. Construction permit will only be issued when there is the report confirming 

that the compensation and assistance payment has been completed to the APs and there is no 

outstanding complains relatated to this payment. 

126. The 6-month monitoring reports of the PMUs will update the impact of temporary land 

acquisition during construction, with a note of the grievance situation and the progress of income 

restoration activities. The PMUs will integrate REMDP implementation into the Project Progress 

Report and send it to ADB. 

127. Internal monitoring and evaluation indicators include, but are not limited to, the following: 
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Table 18: Internal monitoring and evaluation criteria 

Type Criteria Example 

Input data Personnel and 

equipment 

• Number of provincial PMU staff in charge of the project; 

• Establishment of District Site clearance Board and Village 
Resettlement Board;  

• Number of members of the District Site Clearance Board 
and job functions;  

• Adequate facilities to carry out the functions (including filing 
complaints);  

• Conduct training for all implementing agencies;  

• The construction contractor meets the recruitment 
objectives for unskilled workers. 

Finance • The resettlement budget is disbursed to the District site 
Clearance Board and the displaced person in a timely 
manner. 

Data 

processing 

Public 

consultation, 

community 

participation and 

grievance 

redress 

• Provision of Project Information Handbook to all displaced 
persons;  

• Disclosure of Resettlement Plan (and Ethnic Minority 
Development) in all districts;  

• Translating into ethnic minority language at villages and to 
displaced individuals who are ethnic minorities in other 
ethnic minority villages;  

• Public consultation and participation are carried out in 
accordance with the schedule in the Resettlement Plan 
(and ethnic minority development);  

• Complaints by type and method of settlement;  

• Number of local organizations involved in the subproject. 

Output data Land acquisition • Area of cultivated land to be acquired 

• Area of residential land to be acquired;  

• Number of ponds to be acquired 

House and 

structure 

• Number, type and size of individual houses / buildings 
being acquired;  

• Number, types and sizes of community buildings being 
acquired;  

• Number, type and size of community assets being affected 

Plant and crop • Number and type of plants of the individual being acquired 

• Number and types of public plants being acquired 

• Quantity and type of crops to be acquied;  

• Affected crops by area, type and number of owners 
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Type Criteria Example 

Compensation 

and rehabilitation 

• Number of affected households (land, houses, trees, 
crops);  

• Number of owners compensated by type of damage;  

• Compensation amounts by type and owner;  

• Number and amount of money paid;  

• On-time compensation payments  

• Compensation payments at negotiated rates; 

• Number of demolished houses 

• Number of patios / kitchens removed;  

• Number of relocated houses rebuilt by displaced persons 
on the same site;  

• Number of relocated houses rebuilt by displaced persons 
on their other lands; 

• Number of relocated houses rebuilt by displaced persons 
on allocated land;  

• Number of displaced shops rebuilt 

• Number of owners requesting additional land for relocation 

• Number of eligible contracts of  relocated land 

• Number of granted land use right certificates 

• Number of vulnerable groups getting additional support 

Restoration of 

public resources 
•  Number of community houses repaired or replaced; 

• Number of seedlings allocated by type; 
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ANNEX 

I. Consultation documents 

1. Meeting document in Tinh Tuc town people’s committee 
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SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM 
Independence – Freedom – Happiness 

*** 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION MINUTE 

About Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Safeguard Policy 

Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in the North Central Provinces Sector Project (BIIG1) 

The subproject: Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road, Nguyen Binh district. 

---------------------------------- 

1. Time: 10:00 AM, 25th December 2018 

2. Venue: Tinh Tuc township people’s committee 

3. Participants: 

a. Investor: 

- Mr Nguyen Duc Toan : Project Management Unit 

b. Township people’s committee: 

- Ms Trieu Thi Kim Dung 

- Mr Dam Quang Toa 

: Chairman of township people’s committee 

: Cadastral officer 

c. Representative of consultant: 

- Mr Vu Anh Phu 

- Ms Tran Thi Ngoc 

: Deputy Director 

: Safeguard staff 

d. Representative of residential group/village: Representatives of community and 
representatives of directly affected households in residential group/village. The number of 
participants are 19 people, in which there are 12 men and 2 women (the list of participants 
is attached with the minutes). 

4. Purposes of the meeting 

(i) To provide the subproject’s information: targets, location, technical standards, investor, 
donor, subproject implementation… 

(ii) To disclose the information and consult about impact scope, negative and positive impacts, 
mitigation measures… 

(iii) To consult about resettlement policy frame of the subproject; 

(iv) To consult and disclose the information of compensation policy, entitlements of the people 
affected by the subproject; 

(v) Disclose and consult about the assistance, assistance demand of affected people and 
ability to take mitigation measures; 

(vi) To disclose the grievance process and redress of site clearance compensation and 
resettlement for affected households; 

(vii) The participation of local leaders and people for the subproject. 

5. Consultation content 

- Ms Trieu Thi Kim Dung – Chairman of township people’s committee: on behalf of local 
authorities, I express thanks to investor and donor about the investment of locality. 

- Authorities and people of township will facilitate the subproject implementation. The 
authorities and people also wish that the investor complete the subproject contents soon 
in order to the subproject can be constructed as soon as possible, which bring many 
benefits to local people. 

- The starting point of Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road is located in Nam Sau 
village, Tinh Tuc township and the road only pass through the small area of township, so 
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the road will not cause significant impact of site clearance. Therefore, the site clearance 
in locality does not have any difficulty. 

- The impact on land and property is not significant. The compensation, assistance and 
resettlement policy of the subproject is quite good, so the local people have consensus 
on the subproject implementation. 

- The compensation policy should be fair to all people in order to avoid the grievance of 
local people. 

6. Conclusion 

- All people in the meeting have consensus on the subproject content. 

 

Representative of community 

 

Representative of local authority 

Trieu Thi Kim Dung 

Representative of consultant 

Tran Thi Ngoc 

Representative of PMU 

Nguyen Duc Toan 
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2. Meeting document in Phan Thanh commune people’s committee 
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SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM 
Independence – Freedom – Happiness 

*** 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION MINUTE 

About Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Safeguard Policy 

Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in the North Central Provinces Sector Project (BIIG1) 

The subproject: Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road, Nguyen Binh district. 

---------------------------------- 

1. Time: 16th December 2018 

2. Venue: Phan Thanh commune people’s committee 

3. Participants: 

a. Investor: 

- Mr Nguyen Duc Toan : Project Management Unit 

b. Township people’s committee: 

- Ms Ban Chan Phin 

- Mr Chuong Thi Trinh 

: Chairman of commune people’s committee 

: Cadastral officer 

c. Representative of consultant: 

- Mr Vu Anh Phu 

- Ms Tran Thi Ngoc 

: Deputy Director 

: Safeguard staff 

d. Representative of residential group/village: Representatives of community and 
representatives of directly affected households in residential group/village. The number of 
participants are 26 people, in which there are 22 men and 4 women (the list of participants 
is attached with the minutes). 

4. Purposes of the meeting 

(i) To provide the subproject’s information: targets, location, technical standards, investor, 
donor, subproject implementation… 

(ii) To disclose the information and consult about impact scope, negative and positive 
impacts, mitigation measures… 

(iii) To consult about resettlement policy frame of the subproject; 

(iv) To consult and disclose the information of compensation policy, entitlements of the people 
affected by the subproject; 

(v) Disclose and consult about the assistance, assistance demand of affected people and 
ability to take mitigation measures; 

(vi) To disclose the grievance process and redress of site clearance compensation and 
resettlement for affected households; 

(vii) The participation of local leaders and people for the subproject. 

5. Consultation content 

- Mr Ban Chan Phin – Chairman of Phan Thanh CPC: on behalf of local authorities and 
people, I would like to express thanks to the investor and donor due to the investment of 
infrastructure construction in locality for socio-economic development and people’s live 
stabilization 

- The Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road is a important road for socio-economic 
development in locality. 

- The road will pass through some villages of Phan Thanh commune. The impact is mainly 
on forest land. This forest is the plantation forest and under the management of CPC. 
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- The compensation, assistance and resettlement policy of the subproject is quite good and 
the local people have consensus on this policy. The expectation of local people is that 
this policy will be implemented well on subproject implementation phase. 

- The grievance redress board should include one person in locality in order that the local 
people can be assisted to express the grievance (if any). 

- During construction phase, the contractor will hire the local people in order that the local 
people can improve economic status of the family. 

- In locality, there is no land dispute, so the site clearance work will be implemented easily. 

6. Conclusion 

- All people in the meeting have consensus on the subproject content. 

 

Representative of community 

Trieu Van Piao 

Representative of local authority 

Ban Chan Phin 

Representative of consultant 

Tran Thi Ngoc 

Representative of PMU 

Nguyen Duc Toan 
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3. Meeting document in Mai Long commune people’s committee 
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SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIET NAM 
Independence – Freedom – Happiness 

*** 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION MINUTE 

About Resettlement and Ethnic Minority Safeguard Policy 

Basic Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth in the North Central Provinces Sector Project (BIIG1) 

The subproject: Tinh Tuc – Phan Thanh – Mai Long road, Nguyen Binh district. 

---------------------------------- 

1. Time: 14:00PM 20th December 2018 

2. Venue: Mai Long commune people’s committee 

3. Participants: 

a. Investor: 

- Mr Nguyen Duc Toan : Project Management Unit 

b. Township people’s committee: 

- Ms Ma Thi Dung : Chairman of commune people’s committee 

c. Representative of consultant: 

- Mr Vu Anh Phu 

- Ms Tran Thi Ngoc 

: Deputy Director 

: Safeguard staff 

d. Representative of residential group/village: Representatives of community and 
representatives of directly affected households in residential group/village. The number of 
participants are 14 people, in which there are 10 men and 4 women (the list of participants 
is attached with the minutes). 

4. Purposes of the meeting 

(viii) To provide the subproject’s information: targets, location, technical standards, 
investor, donor, subproject implementation… 

(ix) To disclose the information and consult about impact scope, negative and positive 
impacts, mitigation measures… 

(x) To consult about resettlement policy frame of the subproject; 

(xi) To consult and disclose the information of compensation policy, entitlements of the people 
affected by the subproject; 

(xii) Disclose and consult about the assistance, assistance demand of affected people and 
ability to take mitigation measures; 

(xiii) To disclose the grievance process and redress of site clearance compensation 
and resettlement for affected households; 

(xiv) The participation of local leaders and people for the subproject. 

5. Consultation content 

- Ms Ma Thi Dung – Chairman of Mai Long CPC: on behalf of local authorities and people, 
I would like to express thanks to the investor and donor due to the investment of 
infrastructure construction in locality. This subproject will bring many socio-economic 
benefits to locality, so the local authority and people will facilitate the subproject. 

- About site clearance: in Mai Long commune, the subproject will not cause any impact on 
house and there is no household needed to relocate. Therefore, the site clearance will be 
implemented smoothly. 

- Local people have consensus on the compensation, assistance and resettlement policy 
of the subproject. However, the policy must be implemented transperently. The vacational 
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and skill training and finance management workshop should be provided to local people. 
100% of affected households are ethinic minority people and the education level of them 
is limited. Thus, consultation about finance management should be implemented to them 
in order to they can manage the sum after receiving the compensation. 

- For the remaining field land area that the subproject will not recover, if that land area is 
not large enough for cultivation and isolated from irrigation water source, that remaining 
land area will be expected to recover by the subproject and compensated. 

- The sum of compensation and assistance will be paid once before constructing. 

- During construction phase, the contractor should inform the detailed construction 
schedule in order to avoid  causing impact on daily life of local people. 

- The measurement and inventory process should be disclosed to local people to supervise. 

6. Conclusion 

- All people in the meeting have consensus on the subproject content. 

- Local authority and people expect the subproject will be implemented soon. 

 

Representative of community 

 

Representative of local authority 

Ma Thi Dung 

Representative of consultant 

Tran Thi Ngoc 

Representative of PMU 

Nguyen Duc Toan 
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II. Pictures of public consultation 
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III. Socio-economic survey and inventory 

A. SOCIO-ECONOMIC SURVEY 

1. Information of respondent 

1 Full name  

2 Sex 1. Male            2. Female  Age 

3 Ethnicity  

2. General informaion of the households 

1 Name of household head  

2 Total members of household Male: Female: 

3 Number of members having stable job  

4 Number of members in households being in working age 

but unemployment 

 

5 Vulnerable 

group 
1. Women-headed household with 

dependents 

2. Ethnic minority 

3. Poor household 4. Disable person and elder 

person without house and 

relative 

5. Policy household 6. Household without land 

3. General information of the households 

No

. 

Full 

nam

e 

Sex 

Relationship 

with 

household 

head 

Ag

e 

Ethnicit

y 
Main career 

Education level 

(over 7 years old) 

1=male 

2=femal

e 

0=HH head  

1=Husband/wi

fe 

2=father/moth

er 

3=son/daught

er 

4=son-in-

law/daughter-

in-law 

5=nephew 

6=cousin’s 

children 

7=other 

1=Kinh 

2=Thai 

3=Tay 

4=Nung 

5=Muon

g  

6=Tho 

7=other 

1= State officer 

2=soldier/police 

3=business/servi

ce 

4=farmer 

(including 

aquaculture and 

salt production) 

5=housewifely 

6= employee 

7=unemploymen

t 

8= other (write 

detailed 

information) 

0=illiteracy 

1=primary school 

2=secondary 

school 

3=high school 

4=vocational 

training 

5=collage/univers

ity 

6=other 

1        

2        

3        

4        

5        

6        
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7        

4. Income and expenditure 

4.1. Total income of the households in 2018 

4.2. Average expenditure of household per month 

4.3. Loans of households 

Loan source Total amount 
of loan 

Purpose of loan 

1. Agricultural production 
2. Business  
3. Household expenditure 
4. Houseing repairing  
5. Education  
6. Other  

1. Bank    

2. Relative/friends   

3. hot loan   

4. organizations    

5. other   

5. Property and living condition of households 

5.1. What kind of your current house? (tick the corresponding box) 

1. Solid house 
2. Semi-solid house 
3. Temporary house 

5.2. At present, Does your household have the land use right certificate? 
1. Yes  
2. No 

5.3. Water source for domestic activities (tick the main purpose according to the 
purpose). 

No. Water source Eating and 

drinking 

Washing 

1 Clean water with water clock   

2 Excavated well   

3 Drilled well   

4 Rain water   

5 Canal, river and pond   

6 Buying water from private agency   

7 Other    

5.4. Sanitation condition of households (tick the corresponding box) 

No. Type of used toilet Tick the toilet being 

used 

1 Toilet with septic tank  

2 Pit toilet  

3 One-compartment toilet  
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4 Two-compartment toilet  

5 Public toilet  

6 No toilet  

5.5. The current power source for lighting 

No. Power source Lighting  Cooking 

1 National grid   

2 Gas    

3 Pertroleum   

4 Electric batteries   

5 Other source (write 

down)……………… 

  

 
5.6. What machine do your household have? 

o No o Type of utensil o Quantity 

1 o High-class furniture o  

2 o Motorbike o  

3 o Car o  

4 o Television o  

5 o Telephone o  

6 o Fridge o  

7 o Air conditioner o  

8 o Computer  o  

 

5.7. The members of households are member of which organizations in the following 

organization? (tick the corresponding box): 

No. Organizations Yes (ð) Number of members 

participating in the 

organization (person) 

1 Farmer union   

2 Youth union   

3 Women union   

4 Veteran union   

5 Elder people union   

6 Religion   

7 Other    

6. Sex issue 

6.1. Labor division in household 

No. Works Female Male Both 

1 Cooking    

2 Cleaning/washing    
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No. Works Female Male Both 

3 Repairing    

4 Child care    

5 Working (earning income)    

6 Participating in community activities    

7 Other     

6.2. Do two gender of your household earn the income? 

1. Male…………………….% 

2. Female………………………% 

6.3. Participating in community activities 

No. Activities Male Female Both 

1 Participating in the community 

meetings 

   

2 Participating in realtive/friends 

activities 

   

3 Other (write down)………………….    

6.4. Who is the decision maker for the following issue in your household? 

No. Activities Male Female Both 

1 Purchasing     

2 Children’s attendance the 

school 

   

3 Job changing     

4 Loans from bank    

5 Housing repairing/building    

6 Earning income    

7 Saving the money    

8 Ownership of property    

9 Other     

B. INVENTORY OF LOSSES 

7. Land acquisition 

Type of 

land 
Land inside 

and outside 

Level of impact 

on each parcel 

land 

Current 

ownership 

Legal 

status of 

land 

Type of 

impact 

level 
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1= 

residential 

land 

2=rice land 

3=garden 

land 

4=land for 

aquaculture 

production 

5=forest 

land 

6=non-

agricultural 

land 

7=other  

the subproject 

area 

(m2) 

Total 

affected 

land 

area 

(m2) 

(1) 

partally 

affected 

 

(2) 

totally 

affected 

1=owner 

 

2=rented 

land 

 

1=Having 

land use 

right 

certificate 

(LURC) 

2=No LURC 

but being 

eligible  

3= not being 

eligible   

4= being in 

planned 

area of he 

State 5=rent 

long-term 

land of the 

State  

6=renting 

land from 

individual 

1= 

permanent  

2= 

temporary 

 

  Inside Outside      

Lot 1         

Lot 2         

Lot 3         

Lot 4         

Lot 5         

Total        
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8. Affected houses 

Type of 

house 

Total area 

of house 

(m2 ) 

Legal status Level of impact 

Note 

(write 

note if 

business 

at home, 

excepting 

article 7) 

1. Villa   

2. grade-1 

3. grade-2 

4. grade-3 

5. grade-4 

6. simple 

house 

7. 

independent 

shop outside 

house 

1. having LURC  

2. No LURC 

3. building on agricultural 

land 

4. rent house 

Area of 

affected 

houses 

(m2)  

(Partally 

affected=1; 

Totally 

affected=2) 

      

      

      

      

      

 

Notice: Some households’ houses can be affected, write down full information of 

affected households 

9. Information of the household outside the subproject, if any? 

1. Number of houses……………….? 

2. Area…………………M2 

10. Other affected works and structures, and domestic utensils 

(Statistic of affected auxiliary works outside houses mentioned above and doemstic 

utensils) 

Works/domestic utensils 

Type of construction work 

(corresponding with auxiliary 

work) 

Unit Quantity 

1. Kitchen outside house 

1. Simple 

2. Equavalent to grade-4 
m2 

 

2. Pig/cow/chicken cote 

1. Simple 

2. Equavalent to grade-4 
m2 

 

3. Power clock  Piece   

4. Water clock and estimated 
length of pipeline  

 Piece  

5. Fixed phone with wire    

6. Fence  1. brick  Piece  
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2. wood/barbed 

7. Ditch  

1. brick 

2. steel 

2. wood 

m2 

 

8. toilet (outside house) 

1. brick/concrete 

2. bamboo 
m2 

 

9. grave 
a) in cemetery 
b) isolated 

 Piece 
 

10. brick grave    

11. well  

1. drilled 

2. excavated 
M 

 

12. water tank 
1. Brick/cement 
2. Inox 
3. plastic 

 

m3 

 

 

13. yard (only cement/brick 
yard) 

 m2  

14. fish pond (volume)  m3  

15. other works (name and 
affected land area) 

   

 

11.  Affected crops and trees (only inventory affected fruite/perennial trees) 

Type of tree Unit Quantity 

a) Fruite tree Tree  

1) Pomelo    

2)    

3)    

4)    

5)    

   

   

b) Timber tree tree  

1)    

2)    

3)    
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4)    

5)    

c) Bonsai tree   

   

   

   

d) Crops  Tree  

1) Corn   

2) Sweet potato   

3) Peanut    

4) Bean    

e) Water surface area for aquaculture production m2  

   

   

   

 

12. Affection to business (in the subproject area) 

12.1. Impact on business?   1. Yes                 2. No? 

12.2. Form of business?   1. Company         2. Shop              3. Household 

12.3. Business registration?    1. Yes                 2. No? 

12.4. Type of business?     ………………………………………. 

12.5. Number of labor?  usually:………………. Part time…………….. 

12.6. Monthly income from business activity (deducted tax)………………. Vietnam 

Dong. 

C. QUESTIONS FOR CONSULTATION 

13. If your household is required agricultural or productive land, what kind of compensation 
do you choose? (only for households impacted on productive and agricultural land) 

a. Exchange for land (if the locality has replacement land) with same type of land, same 

land area  

b. Cash compensation 

c. Not decided yet 

14. How will your household use the amount of compensation? 

a. Building/repairing the house 

b. Buying new land 

c. Buying other asset 

d. Investing to small business 
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e. Savings  

f. Education of children 

g. Other  (write down)………………………………………… 

15. How your houseohold economic condition is affected when the subproject recover the 
land for constructing? 

a. Lossing agricultural land 

b. Stopping the business/service activities 

16. Do your household have plan to replace the production/income from agricultural land or 
to restore the business due to the subproject? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If any, what is that? 

a.  Buying new agricultural land for producting 

b. Establish the business in new area. 

c. Business  

d. Opening the small shop 

e. Handicraft  

f. Finding new job 

g. Other (write down)………………………………………………………………… 

17. What do your household propose to local authority regarding to the impacs of the 
subproject on your household? 

a. Being notified and consulted about the subproject, impacts and related entitlement  

b. Job training assistance, job opportunities due to reducing productive land area  

c. Technical training/improvement  

d. Being supported to apply a loan 

e. Other 

18. Please tell the level of suppor of local people for the subproject 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

19. In your opinion, what issues of the subproject should be noticed to ensure the safety and 
investment affectiveness during construction phase? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

Thank you for your assiciation! 

 

Surveyor Representative of household 
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